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Druggist A Pharmacist; a

iness.

WHOLE

1883.

i.omcuL.i

£AMm\

stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

11,

$ocai;

NO.

596.

•Th$ Dutch PoUr Ezptdtlion-

Common Council

Lettore containing the first Arctic news
Holland, Mich.. AuguotT, 1883.
of
the present season have been received
cured by Shiloh’s Cure. Wc
The Common Councilmet In regular aesvlon
Vf EYEK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all by D. R. Mecngs.
by
the London 7Yms« from the Dutch exand wa» called to order by the Mayor.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
lYl kinds of Furniture. Curtains,Wall Paper,
Membera
present:
Mayor
Beach,
Aldermen
ploring
vessel Willem Barents, which left
WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.: River »t.
Complaint?Shiloh’s Vitallaer Is guaranteedto Harrington, Wiliams, Beukema, Workman, Boyd, Amsterdam on her sixth voyage to the poNyland, and the Clerk.
cure you. Hold by D. R. Meengs.
Oaneral Dealm, Reading of the mlnnteedispensed with and reg- lar seas on the fifth of May. The princiOFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
\7AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers BLEELPE88 NIGHTS made miserable by that ular order of business suspended.
pal object of her cruise is to endeavor to
in Dry Goode, Groceries,Crockery, Hats terriblecough. Shiloh's Cure is the remedy for
Aid. Kramer appeared and took hla seat.
H.
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street. you, Hold by D. R. Meengs.
obtain
news of the Danish exploringvesrrrmoNs and accounts.
Editor and Publisher.
CATARRH
CURED,
health
and
sweet
breath
C.
A.
Dutton
and
twelve
others
petitioned
to
sel
Dijmpbna
and the Dutch steamer VarEotilt.
secured by Shiloh's catarrh Remedy. Price, 50 have the ditch,running along Sixteenth and Fish
na,
which
were
beset in the Kara sea tortlTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- cents. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs. treets and thence to the creak near the eity limTerms of Subscription:
its. deepened and widened sufficiently
to carry off
\J prietors. The only first-classHotel in the
ward
the
end
of
last September, and have
FOR LAME BACK. Hide or Chest use Shiloh’s all the standing water,— Referredto the Commit$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1,75 if city. Is located in the business center of the town,
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R. tee on Street* and Bridges with power to act.
not since been heard of. In the event of
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Meengs.
in the State, Free bus in connectionwith the HoP. Van Leeuwen and twenty others petitioned to her sharch proving successiul,the Willem
10-ly
paid at six months.
tel. Holland, Mich.
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure is have street lamps placed on the coroner of Market Barents will afterwards undertake as comand Eleventh and Market and Twelfth streets.—
TYHCENIX HOTEL. Ryder A Coff. e, proprietors. sold by ns on a guarantee. It cures consumption. Referred to the Committee on Streets and Bridges
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
plete an examination of the Kara sea as
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
with instructionsto report at the next meeting of
JOB PRINTING Promptly ami Neatly Eiecotefl. has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
the Common Council.
the ice will permit, hut she Is not to stay
SHILOH'S
VITALIZE!!
Is what you need for
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodaThe following bills were presented for payment:
Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Iiiziiness and
there later than the 1st of Septemberin
tion
of
guests.
Holland,
Mich.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
all svmptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
P. U. McBride,salary as city attorney. . $ fi 25
per bottle. Hold ny D. R. Meengs.
C. Landaal,
•' “ treasurer... 2-2 92 order to avoid being caught for the winter.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil.)75 cents for OCOTT' HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
25 00
Ed. Vaupell, ..... . marshal. ..
This hotel Is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
Thus far all has gone well. Tfoe Willem
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis Geo. li. Blpp.
•* " clerk .......
29 17
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accominsertionfor any period under three mouths.
Immediatelyrelievedby Shiloh'sCure. Sold by Jan Stoel, shoveling sand at clay pit
3
75
Barents reached Vardoon the 27ihof May,
modations can always be relied on. Holland,
D. R. Meengs.
| 3 m. | 6 M. I 1 r.
J.K.Trenke,
'• ••
“
3 75
8-ly
3 75 and left again on the 81st, steering toward
J. R.Trcnkc,
••
•*
8 00
5 00
1 Square ............... 3 50
J.
“
17 79 Gooseland in Nova Zembia. The explorLivery and Cale Cutlet.
Old Berkshire Mills, [
•’ .................. 5 00 8 00 10 00

A

WEEKLTNEWSPAPEE.

THAT HACKING COUGH

fanltars.

can be so quickly
guaranteeit. Sold

UOLLAXD' - - MICHIGAN.
WILLIAM

V

ROGERS.

1

“
“

O

Mich.

2
3

>4

•* ............... 8 00
Column ................10 Ik)

00 17 eo
00 25 00
25 00 40 on
40 00 65 00

w ••
1 “ ................

Dalton, Mass., April

1YOONB H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 andbarnon Msrketstreet.Everythingfirst-

27,

1882.

J

Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
class.
this town for the past seventeen years, and
in our employ for fifteen, and in all these
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three II AVEKKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
II stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- years he has been a pood and respected
changes.
ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott's citizen of the town and community. He
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
33-tf
lines, $2.00 per annum.
has had some chronic disease to our knowlNotices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pub- VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; edge for most of the time, but now claims
ii Ninth street, near Market.
lished wbitoni charge for subscribets.
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
t£T All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Meat Market'.
Chas. O. Browns, Pres’t.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
[The wonderful case referred to above
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- f/’UITE.J..Dealer in all kinds of meats and
is published in another column and will
lY vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
nifies that no paper will be continued after date.
prove of great value to thousands of our
fltTTTQ DA n ran may be found on file at Geo.
................ 17 00
25 00

Hotel.

lUlu I AllJlvp. Rowell A Co's Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce 8t.). where
advertising contracts may be made for it in N E W
YORK.

\7AN DERHAAR, Um

Dealer in Fresh, Salt, readers.— Ed.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine: 8th street.

V

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Manufactories Milli, Shops, Ite.

Taking Effect, Sunday June

greatest medical’ wonder of the
IJAUBLS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Propjietors world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
1 . of Ptugger MUU; (Steam Haw and Flour Bruise^, Cuts, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Sores, Cancers, Piles, Chilblains, Corns,
'17 AN RaALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements Tetter, Chapped Hands, and nil skin erupand Machinery,cor. River end Niuth street. tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
or money refunded. 1)5 cents per box. A
YX7ILMS, P. II. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- positive cure for piles. For sale by II.

V

YY

188:).

10,

The

Walsh.

Kith and River streets.

From Holland
to Chicago.

From Chicago

Ni’t MixMail.
Exp. ed.

Mix- Ni’t
Mall.
ed. Exp.

p.m. a. m.

TOWNS.

m.

a.

p.m. a. m.

m.

a.

800

5 15

3 25

10 55 10 00 11 35 East Haugatuck

3 OS 7 80 4 53

11 05 10 20 11

451.

Motary Publics.

Holland.

to

10130 y 20 11 15 ....Holland.

New Richmond. 2 55 7 15 4 48

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly

To all who are fluttering from the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.,
Phvticlasi.
I will send a recipe that will cure you,
free of charge. This great remedy was
|)EST, K. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
13 found in his office, on River street, next door discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send h self-addressedenvelope
toD. K. Meengs,drug store.

O

so; 3 15 2

53| .....

20j.

2 15 3 30 2 30j... St. Joseph... !l2
3 40 C 00 3

5 50

7 30

m.

a.

p.

m.

New

45]..

p. m.l

....

Chicago

O

+9 10

9 00

..... |

m.

a.

a.

m.

p. ra.

G.. Physician and Surgeon;
!Yl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

a m.

m.
?5 25 8 15 3 25

m.

From Grd. Rapids
Holland.

to

in. p.

a.

ANTING, A.

Vf

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.

m.

office at the drug store of Schcpers& fcchiphorst: is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to ••calls.”

40 1 10 l 10

Buffalo.. 'll

__

a. ra. r.

IT IGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal-

...Holland ..... 11 05 9 10 10 15

XI

lery opposite this office.
Watches and Jewelry.

6

..

Hudson

vilie... 10

30 7 40 9 37
1)

20 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 15 7 10 9 20

d 35 10 40 4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 10 00
a.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

Boot,

fi

n. in.

a.

KEY MAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

13

aud Eighth Street.

35 to 00

m. p.m.

\X7YKUUYSEN,

dealer In Watchea, Clocks,
Jewelry aud Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.

YY

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

James

H.,

p.

ward, expecting to reach the ice In a few
hours, but

Mich.

of the

northern point without hav-

pack

down

to Koigney island.

Their object in returningto the westward

was

to visit

Archangel, as

it

was believed

that Samoyedes had bean sent to search

of July.— Filed.

The City Physician reported having treated four
casus in the month of July.— Filed.
Justice Isaac Fairbanksreported the number of
cases tried before him for violation of the penal
laws of the state —Fllod.
Justice John A. Roost reported the number of
case** tried before him. In the mouth of July, for
T. INMAN. Station violationof the penal laws of the stste, and receipt of the city treasurer for $10.00fines collected.
28-1 v
—Accepted, ordered filed and the moneys charged

Yalmal peninsula,and
some information might be obtained
for them. It turned out, however, that
the report was incorrect,no such search
having been made; and as no news whatever of the missing ships had been re-

the coast of the
that

ceived, the Willem Barents left Archangel
on the 21st of

June

she was in the

for-

Dwina

Waigatz. While
the weather was

beautiful,the thermometer registering ,
over 70 degrees in the shade, even with a

northerly breeze, while at midnight the
temperaturewas not

hummed

much lower. Bees

through the rigging and butter-

on her deck ; while the lively
to the city treasurer.
Justice Henry D. Post reportedthe number of mosquitoes were activelyengaged In every
cases tried before him, since his last report,for
all this within a
violationof the penal laws of the state, and receipt corner of the ship.
of the city treasnrer for $50.92. fines collected.- few days’ sail of the drifting pack and
Accented ordered filed and the moneys charged to
the city treasurer.
raw penetrating fogs of the Barents sea.
flies alighted

And

The Clerk presented the followingcommunication,

Huntley.

To

the

new.
me
VORST.

AtU'Cctiscincntsi.

IsTOTICIE.

m. p.m. p.m.

ktd been driven south, aud

its

ing to steer northward,following the edge

call.1883.

3 25 1 55 9 60

it

they passed

Read the Fact.

Saw

on the 5th of

Shar, they altered the course to the west-

cil

to Holland.

t5 45 3 25 11 05 ....Holland...

......
“
“

to- wit;
Honorable the Mavot and the Common Counof the City <if Holland.
Gkntlkmkx :-On account of the dlfflcnlty I find
In negotiating the bonds of the city, which yon ofVorst, the Tailor, has removed his fered me in payment for my contract In building
business to No. 18 River street,formerly engine house and councilrooms, it being more
difficult for a private individual to negotiate said
occupied by Znhn the harness maker. I bonds than for a corporation, I beg leave to ofwill make new clothes to order, repair old fer the following proposition to-wlt:I will build said
clothes, and renovate and clean clothes, engine house and council rooms, according to the
plans and specificationsnow on file, for the sum
making them appear like
Give
of $4,775 00, in consideration of receiving payment,
a
W.
of the same In cash upon completionof the work,
Holland, June 5,
18- and offer for bondsmenfor the faithful performunceof the same and in the time heretofore
specified,four mouths, J. C. Post, and H. Boone.

or of

first ice

no difficulty in getting in
toward the land, and coasting along it to
the southeastward,having a large land
water. On the Otb, when near the south
end of the largo island forming Kostin

RKPORTH or STANDINtf GOMNITTYKH.
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
semi-monthlyreport of the Director of the Poor
and said committee,recommencing $29.30, for the
support of the poor, for the two weeks ending
August 22, 1883, and having rendered temnorary
aid to the amount of $5.00.— Approved ana warrants ordered Issued on the city treasurer for the
several amounts.
COMMON ICATIONHFROM CITY OFFICXM.
Th* Street Cominiuioner reported for the month

Manufacturing Co., of Wooster,' Mass,
and has been run but one season. Will
he sold cheap. Inquire of D. R. Meengs

with the

Juno, hpt had

*• “

From Muskcgou

From Holland to
Muskegon.
a.m. p. m a. m.

ers fell in

Wm.

Pknognpher.

m. p.m.

5 38 8 10 3 35 ....Zooland ..... 10 52 8 40 10 05
0 02 9 35 3 52

•* •• •*
Boone, •* •* “
*• ”
” ””
“

Surgeon. Kesi- D, New York
dence on Twelfth street, cor. of M.fiket
street. Office at the drng store of Kreihc.s A
For Sale:— A Seperalor, all complete,
50 8 20 2 20 Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p.
50- ly
can be used with steam or horse power.
8
10
2
15
40
OCUIPHORST,L. Physician and Surgeon; The thrensher was made by the Wooster

12

..........

Wleten,

H.
11 55
11 55
A. Missing,
**
“
t 80
E. J. Harrington,teaming filling clay pit
15 75
M.
'•
25 95
E.J. Harrington, Jr.
•*
85 46
G. Van Kerkfoort,
•’
Dirk Klein, relishing bridge at 16th street
75
July?, mi ..........................
2 05
Dirk Klein, repairing bridge at 16th street
J Van Dyk A Bird, lumber repair,bridge
1 13
6 00
H. Elferdiuk, special assessmentrolls....
6 00
P.
6 00
Geo. H. Blpp,
“
U. D. Post, tracing cloth, profilepaper,
18 97
street record hook and stationery. .
Wm. H. Rogers, city printing ............. 25 85
R. Ranters & Sons, nails and padlock ....
fi 47
glass, putty and em4 87
ery paper.. .....................
5 00
Boot A Kramer,paid poor order ..........
R. E. Workman and l). L. Boyd, expenses
on tour of investigation as special
committeeon water works ......... 48 00
—Allowed and warranta ordered Issued on the city
treasurerfor the soverabamounte.

City.

REMKKS, H.. Physician and

IY

Bangor. ... 2 00 5 20 8 35

Benton Harbor.

REV. JOSEPH

to the
I/-

12 2o|l2 35 12

A Card.

OTEGENGA. A.

11 57|11 55 12 85 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 52 3 55

1

|

,

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

.

“
M
“
“
Pluim, ...... .

10
17

.

Signed,

James Huntlxy,

Dated. Holland, Mich., August?, 1883.
Thu following resolution was oflered by Aid.

Beukema:

For the HollimdCity News:

Mu. Editor;—! noticed iu your

last

week’s issue, a local under the Zeeland
Items which attracted my attention.

Your

Zeeland correspondentclaims that by

adding a

iniilhu-ry department to

store, I thereby lake that

the hands of Mrs. J.

my

business out of

Fox. The “some of

our citizens” i« perhaps your correspondent

ate, who perhaps himself loses sight

of the

The

adage he quotes, “live and

fact is Mrs.

to sell

let

live.”

J. Fox was very willing

out her millinerybusiness to

me

‘

Whereas, The contractorsto whom was awarded and take charge of that department in my
the building of the engine house and council
rpoms, have been unable to accept the Job on ac store. I would advise your Correspondent

count of the conditions named In award, vii; that
they accept city bonds bearing interestat 5 per to spend his time more useful than to
I. 0. cf c. Fcent. In payment thereof; and
write articles to the discredit of the pro%
HollandCityLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
Whkrkab. Mr. James Huntley, who was the
____ Buehklll ....
I am now prepared to urulsh all kinds of
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
lowest bidder, has addressed a letter to the council prietorsof our Boot and Shoe stores and
ofiering to build said buildingfor one hundred
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich., on Tuesday Evening
11 40
6 36
Trees, dollarsless than hU bid, providing he can be paid others of our business men.
of each week
lu cash, therefore
Visitingbrothere
arecordiallyinvlled .
700 4 15 12 00 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 1 1 9 00
Yours Truly,
;1IEDGE PLANTS. VINES, SHRUBS,
Rewired, That so much of the resolutionof July
Thos. McMahtkr,N. G.
J. Moerdyk,
3d, 1883, awarding the contract to James Huntley,
William Baumoartxl, R. S.
FLOWERS. ETC.. ETC.,
7 10 4 20 12 05 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 I 0 8 50
providing he accept as payment city bonds at 5
Zeeland, Auo. 1). 1888.
at the lowest prices.I purchasemy stock of reper cent, and if not accepted by him to be awarded
740 4 50 12 86 ... Muskegon... 2 00 12
t8 15
F. & A. SC.
liable Nursery men and guarantee satisfaction. to J. V. Consaul upon same terms and conditions,
m. p.m. p. m.
p. m. p. ra. p. m.
• ARRouLARJomraunication
of Unitt Loix.t. Trees delivered free at any Railroad Station in that the same Is hereby reconsidered and amended
Common Sense In Summer.
No. 191.F. A A. M..willbe held&t Maaonicilall this and adjoining counties.Orders by mall will as follows: That the Job be awarded to James
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Holland,
Mich.,
on
Wednesday
evening,
Aug.
receive
prompt
attention.
A
share
of your patron
Hnntley
at
his
present
offer,
four
thousand
seven
From
From Allegan to
The employment of the natural com •
age Is respectfullysolicited.
,at7j’clock, sharp.
hundredand seventy five dollars, aud that he be
Holland.
O. BnErMAS, W.M.
FRED. L. SOUTKR.
paid in cash npon the completionaud acceptance
mon
sense, possessed by intelligentadult
a. m. p. m.
a. m. p. m.
Holland,
Mich.
D.L. Botd.Ssc’v.
of thejob.acwrdlngto the contract, by the com11 05 8 00
8 20 3 25
mon council,and that the bonds be issued at once humanity would do
to mitigate the
to the amount of $4,500 accordingto the resolu10 45
9 10 8 49
2 15
tion of September27th, 1892. said bonds to bear In- discomforts ot our torrid summers. Naterestat ft per cent nr I'fas per annnm, and that a tural appetite, if not corrupted or per10 30
1 55
9 35 4 00
committeeof the council be appointed to negotiate
said bonds as soon as possible.
verted, Is an excellent guide to eating and
10 15 1 25
10 15 4 15
Produce, Etc.
—Which said resolntlon was adopted by a malorlty
of all the aldermen elect concurringthereinbv drinking. The followingof Procrustean
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
9 50 12 80
10 50 4 40
yeas and nays as follows: yeas, Harrington,Wil- rules as to the quality and quantity of
1 00
a. ra. p. ra.
Apples,W bushel ................. $ 76
p. m. p.m.
liams, Beukema, Kramer and Boyd; nays, Werk1 25
Beans, bnshe)...., ...........
food is pernityous.An unvarying amount
man and Nyland,
14
• Mixed trains.
Butter, $ lb ...... ..............
On motion of Aid. Kramer,
15
of
food, ns three hearty meals each day,
t Runs dally,all other trainsdally except Sun- Eggs, $ dozen .....................
Resolved,that the Mayor appoint a committee of
13
Honey, ^tb ......................
day. All tra'.us run by Detroit time.
three to negotiate bond#.—Adopted.
which
might be healthfulfor winter or
will
buy
all
ibe
Stave
and
Reading
40
Onions, V bushels ...............
Mayor appointed Aids. Kramer, Harrington
70 Bolls you can make and deliver the year
New Totatoes, $ bushel ..........
the cool weather of autumn, is not approand Boyd as sncu committee.
round, viz:
The Mayor aud Clerk were Instructed to sign
priate for the intense heats of summer.
drain, Feed, Etc.
contract,execute bonds and deliver bonds to seOak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
lect
commltte
for
their
sale.
No
set of rules can be laid down for any(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Geo. H. Sipp was appointedto anperiotendthe
body’s
guidance, atill less is it competent
Buckwheat, V bushel ..............
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
erection of engine house and common council
Bran. ($ 100 lbs ....... ............
Attorney!.
to make rules for everybody’sguidance;
Black
Ash
Stave
Bolts,
33
inches
long.
Barley, # 100 B> .....................
1
Aid. WIHIams requested leave to rctlre.-Grantod. but a few simple suggestions
by a
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long.
JJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand Clover seed, V lb ...............
6
The Clerk was Instructed to advertise one week
Corn Meal V 100 lbs ...............
1
Notary Public; River street.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long. lu the Holland Citt News, for bids for furuish- physician recently may not be amiss.
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
fie said: “Keep cool in temper; enter
lug the city with lumber for one year.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
If GBR1DK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Flour, Vbrl ....... ................ 5
The board of assessors reported special assess- into no argument or contention on polimaking
contracts
or
farther
inJY1 Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Fine Corn Meal W UO ft>s .........
1
ment roll for the Improvement,grading and gravel© 22
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties Feed, V ton ......................
formationapply to Filter’s Slave Factory. ing of “Ninth streetspecial assessmentdistrict.’’ tics, ethica, or religion; restrain anger;
attempt no athleticfeats of rowing, walk‘
•100
will be promptly attended
9-ly
ED.
8upt.
—Accepted.
Hay, V ton..........
ing, or ball playing look on the pleasant
On motion of Aid, Harrington.
or
to
G.
Van
Fatten
&
Sons’
store.
Middling, • 1C
100 lb
GoanliilofiVtrehut.
R'.tolted, That the special assessment rolls for side of your circumstances;be kindly nfOats, II on sh el.
Ninth street special assessmentdistrict, as reportfectloned, as 8t. Paul recommended; do
. • ••••••e
TYEACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and Pearl Bariev, • 100 1>
ed by the Board of Assessors, be laid In the office
dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. High- Kye •bush .................
of the City Clerk and numbered ; That Tueaday, not ait out doors long after sundown— the
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick tfmothy Seed, •bushel ..........
the 28th day of August next, be fixed for the Com- less of this the better; never work before
store cor.Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 Wheat, white • bushel .............
mon Council and Ue Board of Asseseorato meet breakfast ; eschew meata as
as pos.............
at the Common Connell rooms to view the assessLancasterRed, V bushel. .
Bre|« ud KriloUu.
ment, and tha City Clerk la hereby inatractedto sible and chew food thoroughly; drink
New Wheat, ft bushel ..........
cause notice thereofto be published for two weeks but little ice water or hot tea and coffeeT'tOBSBURQ, J. O. Dealer in Drags and Mediin the Holland Citt Nbws.— Adopted.
Cliin & ColMimAgat, Ktluj
warm tea is not injurious.Lemonade in
clnes, Paints and Olla. Brashes, Ac. PhyConnell adjourned.
sicians prescriptions carelhliyput up. Eighth 8L
GKO. H. ;SIPP, CUy Clerk. moderate quantitiea is not hnrtfo). Alco0 20
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STEGENGA,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.1

1

A. P.

red “

.

.

much

hie,

XJ

FOR RENT.

A large furnished dwelling with
’

FancyDGMds°rT

U* t*

Perfumeries’.River atreet. ‘

'

.

— —
;

r

ArUcF’

-

cooking utensils,

rrrr

etc., will be rented to a
reepeciable family at a reasonablerate of

, Ko,lul,e

^

all the

**4 necessaryarticles for keeping house,

W.VanDbi BnM'sFaailyModlelMs;River 8t.

.

For

A

D

M*tdoM

made

'•r-r:- ___

l ___ i

__

J

_

L-T. Kurrmw.

Especial attention given to collecting
claims. All business entrustedto

me

will be faithfully cared for.

A. P.

2l4f

STEGENGA,
ZlKLAMl}, Mid.

For the prompt and certain care
sipelas,

of ery-

tue Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,which

is

holic stimulants should be tabooed entirely unless a physician’s prescription compel their use. ; Do not allow your dress to

be a burden in material or amount, nor

the specific endorsed by the moat eminent have it ao light and thin that the body,
from perspiration,becomes chilled.”
medical authorities.

V

miles, was

|ollMtll

Nearly

MIOHK

HOLLAND

in thirty

v. -

v.

1
^

SSStSSS

hours. Very few denouncestoe Republican party for nlang

stops were made on the route, and every
hamlet feels that it was slighted by the
Chief Magistrate.At Green River the distinguished party took the spring wagons
for Fort WajPhakie,a distance of 150 miles.

$HIM.

fl»

made

'

an

.

entire block

SSsSSSss

od Post

street, &an Francisco,was destroyed by fire,

actor, Vas brrffibdto death, and many
others were injured by leaping from window’s.... Johnson, the famous pacing horse,
has beeiyiurchased by J. L Case, of Racine,

the east.
The Coroner’sinquest on the body of
Capt Webb, who was lost in the Niagara
whirlpoolrapi^p, tendered a verdict of
dealh from an nnknoWn cause, the doctors
being nnable to agree whether death resulted from drowning, a blow on the head
or the force of the water in the rapida The
Coroner’s lury thought best not to venture
opinion. Mrs. Webb
Mr.
Kyle were
funeral, but
there were
religiousservices....
The burning of John D. A Charles King’s
hide-mill, at Johnstown, Fulton county,
N. Y., caused a loss of |50,0W)....JohnWalter's oilcloth factory, at Albany, N. Y., was
partly consumed by fire Loss, #75,000; insured.

an

and

at the

no

Two

The

Sheriff’s posse which was routed

by a band of outlaws they were hunting in

the loss of two
. hanged a fanner

Yell county, Ark., with

men killed, caught and
named Coker, who led them
ambush.

into the

deadly

freight trains on the Troy and
David Hall, manager of the teleBoston road collided between Petersburg
graph
office at Galveston, had two striking
Junction and Pownal, Yt Eight a^en were
operators arraigned before the Recorder for
killed and a number Injured The collision
was caused by the neglect of the telegraph assault, but was compelled to pay the cost&
operator at Petersburg Junction to For questioning the decision he was fined
convey orders to the train dispatcher #25 and ordered to jail for one day. He then
to stop the train at his station.... used profane language, and the sentence
Dexter’s hat factory at Danbury, Ct, was was duplicated. For refusing to take off
burned with its contents The loss is nearly his hat ne got a third dose, and was sent to
#100,000. . .The failure is announced of the jail..,. The Nashville Cotton Compress and
Lancaster (Pa) Watch Comnany. The Di- sheds, Nashville,Tena, were burned, torectors say the suspension is onlytemporary. gether with 400 bales of cotton and a large
....Charlesa Ward A Co., shoe manufact- amount of hay and grain Loss #65,000;
urers of Boston, have made an assignment fully insured.
Their liabilitiesore about #750,000.
The Southern Exposition at LouisA salute of thirty-two guns was fired ville, was formally opened by President Arin the public square at Syracuse, N. Y., thur. The ceremonies passed off with great
under the auspices of the Celtic society, to eclat The LouisvilleLegion escorted the
celebrate the assassinationof James Carey. Presidential party to the Exposition buildTwo artillery-menwere seriously injured by ing, where the dense crowd sent up a cheer.
a premature explosion ____ The failure is Gov. Blackburn introduced the Chief
announced of F. T. A J. D. Phinney, manur Magistrateof the country, who spoke
faotureisof boot and shoe counters,Boston, briefly As he closed his remarks he reached
with babilities of #400,000. They had in- up, and, amid the deafeninircheers of the
dorsed Shaw A Bros' paper to that amount crow’d, pulled a silken cord which dangled
.

The first hale of hops to reach the
New York market was grown in Oneida
pound
D. Rhodes, of Salamanca,

county, and commanded

N.

Capt. J.
Y., a swimmer

5u

cents per

of somenote,-

having a

above the stand, thereby opening the throttle of the great ReynoldsCorliss engine,
putting In motion all the engines in the machinery department.

A mob assembled at

life- ville,Misa

preserving armor patented by himself, who

,

took out a

Marys-

the jail in

man

named

Preasell,

who was charged with criminal assaulton a
hanged him in the Court

feet high, young girl, and
near the ferry landing at Niagara river, now House yard.
proposes to use his armor and give a #1,000

dove from a staging 100

in 1877

“

"
K

gdtyortog.uriBfor

,

After a

‘

0A

the 20th of

theu figure

'

,

revenue only were

,

Down

White

Safety.

*•

;

who robbed the Tennessee tftate treasury of
severalhundred thousandsof dollars,was
convicted at Nashville for embezzlement,
and the sentence fixed at twenty years in

Overtakes

[

------

ed, as a foregone conclusion,
------- that their ae-

T. Polk, the recreantofficial

the penitentiary,the full extent of the law.
and the fine assessed was #80ftW0.10, the
amount of his stealings.

tot

5

The Democrats of Minnesota as-

THE SOUTH.
Marsh

CAREY KILLED*

mands sympathy;that the “vesteffrighta©f « Tim Mormons arid Gentile* bad Jicketa for&ABl
capital”shall bo recofnl ed, and toa lefal Members of toe Legislikure, Temtoriol j
arbitrationis a proper means of settling
settling dto- county, and pTOcinctoffloara,
bufciheft .had*
been no campaigningor canvassingon toe
putes between employersand employed.
stump or in the press. The Gentiles accept-

the losabeing #200,00(1 Henry Morgan, an

THE HEW^ CONDENSED.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

-

[Cable Dispatch from London.]

A sensation was produced in the Houre of

E;? iasf-sS STstzsraiisss
lUmlt
.

taw

Government h.m.UPuUt=d

the;

ttwould

certainlygone forthe Monnons This city secure his safe transportationto any part of
contest lasting forty-three gives about four Mormon votes to one Gen- the world selected by him as the place of
1

meLbS

Un

*

,
^

ml,"Vr ^“fto°nt^t“eli^yPwKd
the nominating conventionsand Ha be

' Pike (K°Publlcan)URlted ruled in

S5.0&M&notmT

aoket

^denee After Carey left-Dubappeared to be lost However, it was

it
.
Mormon
ond8r>tood that a ,ortniKht a*° 110 ha<i beJune. Mr. Pike's name did
An Alexandria dispatch says : “One come convincedthat his whereaboutswere
in the list of candidates. After hundred and ten British soldiers have died known th® Invincibles, had appealed to the

Legi^

i

^

m

parTof d?he
Rom^ frf7h ch°,era in
the outbreak
thfl^Navv
‘^cKretary
rbe eeneraJ spread of the (ietecxives, it is understood, had advisedtoe
, William
miuiuu. XJ.
vuumuci, became
ucuu
the Navy,
E. Chamber,
a diKease is now no( longer ’doubtful. Government that Carey was fa-t losing his
prominent contestant for 'the honor. Mr, and great anxiety prevaila Business reason, being haunted with the cousdousPike, the “lucky man,” is 64 years old, and is suspended. Agricultureis neg- ness that he was closely followedby Irish
has been to Congresa His election has been lecteo. Judgment aga nsi the fel- avengers, and was in constantdanger of
prophesied of late
laheen are not to be executed for two osasunafon.The Government at this time
GENERAL.
i month* The railway service Is reduced to undertook to smuggle Carey away with such
The story is revived that the
, l'08tal 8,ervice i* greatly secrecy that none but those acti -allv having
»
,
mCvebr< custom receipts are failing, the undertaking under their personal
federate Government; when it went up,” , The Egyptian officialsin the different charge should know what became of him
had $11,000,000in cash deposited in Euro- branches of the administration are disor- excluding even the most prominent Governpean banks and dedicated specifically to
!H7lvlV8' *roiP tbe interior ; ment officials. People were cautioned
payment of the July interest ou Rebel S!
?®ttle'Plaftoe
lB worse than against believingany future t-torles about
securities.The present desire of the Brit- ®™ ;/inVhat H16 diHe,aBedmeat 18 con- , the informer,up n ihe ground that it would
ishers to buy these “bonds” is represented to Bumed by t,be natives as heretofore.”; he ab olutely impossible for but two or

of

wiHnTp 7

• j

n

j

7*“*

.Con-

----------. ,

the

^

children under 5 years

There

Lynch, of Rochester, N. Y., a member of the of ag:e (Ued in Chicago during July.
Irito National League, went to Quebec to were 200 more deaths of all ages than in
finish the career of James Carey, who was July, 1884 and 400 less than occurred d»r
reported as having arrived in that city. He in/iulv 1841 The tntjfl
volunteers the information that the Marquis 1,470. ^ The Texas tfeve? Vas broken mrt

n?

—

ofUndsdownehasnotlongtolive.

The

currency would undoubtedlyturn

Parliamentaryannouncement was made
fbat, from the officialinformation given by

X

amongt^Ltivfc^eTt

j

hrain

out i^be inventions to coniuso the t: all
^ b’othing more was heard of Oarev until the

tiled cTev’ is

KTo’d"

T™

President previous to Ins de- filing m the death of great numbers of Govermuentbadoftonrecehcdprivate^parture for the West received an invitationrmintV 'ifinh ^ camp n , l,01sc1°!n“?nformation concerning meditated attacks
:

i?f

but he has

“•

ri«

^

,

*eUow-

SMSWSKW

*’

sasasa&sriTjss

*•

Bada]08 was participated in by 700 soldiers

reauesSdXcI-c^^nP^of tbe garrison and 4ft) civilians, who
-need

for the

it

turns out. was bound for tort Elizabeth,

’the SS

pro- Africa*

™„b, in darned

Ije had regained a

good

w^ ^no^h

at^wV^
S;
eating event will take place about the first gendarmerie,and closed the gates of

week

in

September.

Ma^lthTstrong^aJ

fstoto

the

Sestination

deal of h:s

ini

He was a

iW

7 ^geTonSlro^cS, o^yllZ

Trafalgar^^

The businessfailures throughout the dege was declared8!..A m&w meettoj of
the country during the week ending Aug. 4, 80,000 persons protested, in
hf,11”
Charles Henry Lee, colored, was
as reported t. Dun, Agency
bond to swim the rapids and whirlpool.... The shoe factorv of Charles hanged at Richmond, Va, for the murder of numbered 1S2, as against 1W the preceding Bradlautbrrom lbe Houe% ot Commona Elizabeth,in a rather jubilant manner the
W. Clements, at Dover, N. H., has been Daniel Miller,colored, In February of this week. The New England States had thirty- ' The great business boom started in biformer supervised the landing of his
year.
attached by Boston banks. He had shops in
six cities, with Fayette Shaw as a special
partner, and his liabilitiesare #500,100.The
creditorsof Shaw A Brothers have been informed that the total indebtedness is $8,200,000, and the convertible assets are $l,000.00a
The shoe and leather firm of Herzy, Whittier
A Wyman, doing business on Federal street,
Boston, has permanentlyclosed its doors,
with debts aggregating $500,000.

Seldom has

the city of Chicago seen

men more representative

of the highest form of citizenshipthan the

congregation which gathered to attend the
funeral servicesof the Hon. Thomas Hoyne,
who lost his life by a railroadaccident in
New York. Mr. Hoyne was one of the most
honored citizens of Chicago,
distinguished lawyer, a man of wealth,
conspicuous for his love
Of truth and fair-dealingIn everything. .
The Sait and Lumber Company's mill at
Oscoda, Mich, was destroyed by fire. Lops
$60,000. . .E. 8. Todd’s commissionand butter-packing honse, Des Moines, Iowa, was
burned. Loss on building and contents,
#21,000; insurance small ____ Morgan's Iron
foundry, near Belleville, III, was destroyed
by fire. Loss, #75,000; insured for $40, 00ft

a

and was

.

.

.

President Arthur

and party arrived

evening of the 2dinsb,
and were accorded an enthusiastic reception. The President was accompanied by
Becretary of the TreasuryFolger. Secretary’
of War Lincoln, PostmasterGeneral Gresham, Judge D. G. Rawlins, of New York, an
old-time triend of the President, and CoL
Jameson, of the United States Railway
Mail Service. All along the route
from Louisville to Chicago, crowds gathered
at the railway stations and were rewarded
by the sight of the Chief Magistrate, who
Invariablycame upon the platform, hat in
hand, ana made the regulation bow to the
in Chicago on the

assembled people, and, in a few cases, making very brief remarks. Arriving at Chi-

cago,

the

distinguished guest was
received by a committee of prominent
Citizens and escorted through a dense throng
to the Grand Pacitio Hotel, where a reception was held After remaining in Chicago
twenty hours, the Chief Magistrate left by
the Northwesternroad for Omaha and the
Yellowstone country.

A MORTGAGE

for $16,000,000has just

been recordedat Springfield, III Cyrus C.

Hines, of Indiana, and the Union Trust
Comnany of New York lent the money to
the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad Company
and the borrowers thereby regained control
of their property, subjectto the new debt

A hack team became frightenedand
plunged Into the river at Polk street Jtjridge,
In

Chicago. Mr. James Bezey, who was

in-

aide, jumped out and escaped, but three of
his children,two daughters and a son, were

drowned The

driver went over too. but
was saved..., W. W. Johnson, belonging in
Worcester, Mas&. left Yreka, CaL, in June of
last year, with a horse and wagon and Ayr-

•hlre cow. He wintered at Ogden,
Utah, and is now following the line of
toe Rock Island rood to Chicago....
Charlie Ford, whose brother killed Jesse
James, was arrestedat Kansas City, the other
day. on an old indictment for the Blue Cut
train-robberyand murder.... The Commerclal Flouring-MUis of Detroit, owned by
Henkell A Voorhees, valued at #75, (XX), were
wiped out by fire.

A charter for the

8t.

Louis, Emporia

and Denver railway has been filed at Topeka.

Kan. The road

is to

be

1,000 miles long.

The capital stock is #20,000,000.Among the
Directorsare Gov. Foster and Congressman
Townsend, of Ohio, and Senator Miller and
Congressman Nichol, of New York,,., Officers of the Santa Fe road estimate the
average yield of wheat in Kansas at twenty
bushels per acre Many fields or oats have
exceeded ninety bushels per acre. A large
gain will be made on the corn crop of last

year.

*

On the

arrival

of the Presidential

train at Cheyenne, a large

number

of people

were at the station, and during the short
time a stop was made the President,Secretary Lincoln and Senator Vest made a few
remarks, and were Introducedto the officialsof the Territory;Eighteen miles west
of Cheyenne, the snmmit of the Black
Hills of Wyoming, tlie highest point

on the Union Pacific, was
There

the

passed.

recently-erected
monument

to Oakes Ames, one of the original projectors of the road, was seen in the moonlight

The run from Omaha

to Green River, &5

The

»< >8i0clearings then
New York City, began to pile higher and higher, until one
ten.... The Postal TelegraphCompany an- weak early In the year 1881 they reached
damage In some sedtlona In certain disnouncesthatlts lines between New York city nearlv 81 800 000 00(1 Last week’* ret'..™
tricts out half the usual crop will be gathand Chicago are now working satisfactorily,
'the sSest bnsTne' a of
ered.
and that messageswill be transmitted with week as gaged by the clearingsin
WASHINGTON.
promptness for 25 cents for twenty words Three veals Onevewngo die excbaX-s J,
Following is the regular monthly and lu cents for ten words or less additional ! NeT^Stv atone wefe large^ thSS tho

cotton crop in Texas is suffering

worm

is

doing great

11; Canada, twenty-five,and

^

sWld

statement of the public debt issued on the

THE WEST.
an assemblage of

The

from drought, and the

1st Inst

:

Cheese

to the

ment he stepped upon the wharf a man
stopped up to him, placed a pistol close to
bis breast, over his heart, and fir. d. Carey
staggered and fell, hut before he lost his
bis assailmitfired another bail into
bi8braia The assassin wasfor a moment

I

^
“two
l^wS
^

K^fo

boaespermoothisbeingahipped tothesea.

“utedfes

0Dly

I

^

be a madman, but when he

amount of 100,000 ^for’^h^oo^lTwe^k

—

4

—

^

Sce^Sze^ 'toe MtortionCa8,1overt

wered^h^SDeSer

Interest bearing debt—
board, at GO cents per hundred pouada, Oftl.iOU Twentv elght clearing booses last | no
hto
Three and one-half per cents ......
320.460,500
mainly
for
European
consumption....
i week exhibitedexchanges amounting to In chains. The^urdererwas Pi^n idPni?
F our and one- half per cents ....... .. 250,000.000
Four per cents ..................... 737,607.360
ludrsi
I hed'^a atranger'who’had’hoardwi the
Three per cents ...................... 304,241.000
Refunding certificates ...............337.700 dealer' named
dtoens’ffi
Hon. Bradley Barlow,
hU0b^nWeS:
Navy pencion fund ..................
14,000,000
rI1^SSrpderer; Tl
anotber’ 0t the Vermont National Bank, of St Albans, and .on board1 the Melrose Caltte hi had
and CoL Lari \ executed a third
fai]e(ji and the bank has also closed its shown no interest In the man he killed.
Total interest-bearing debt ..... $1,338,232,000
Matured debt ......................
7,967,766
The failure was caused bv Barlow's ' Stored about until Carey went ashore, and
Legal-tender notes ....... ...........846,730,920
At the examination of O'Donnell,
efforts to sell his Southeastern railway to the
hi“
Bh0t hlm
Certificatesof deposit
12,910,000

$

at

ISfa

Snie l^e

President ^^Tolnr^w

| The

^

one.doom

.mT11

FOREIGN.

at

...............

sllrer certificates ........

^lban®

..

Total without interest ........... $539,372,018
Total debt (principal) ...............
$1.884,87 »,:t83
Total interest ........................
9,854,578
Total cash in treaaurr .............. 351.536.345
Debt, less cash in treasury.......... 1^48490, 'M
Decrease daring July ............. 7,-900,5'.0
Decrease of debt since June 30,
7,«J00.5'oO

terms througnout the voyage, frequently
playing cards together.Special measures
for the rrotection of officials connected
with the Phoenix Park murder trials have
been resumed in Ireland.

1881

iiisaii

raging

•

^

the St ! JThe pri^ ner. O’Donneil,refusesto make
n.n-v. statement Investigation here shows

172,723,451 Port Elizabeth,Carey’s son testified that the , Canada Pacific proving.inetlectuaL
Fractional currency .................6,999,241 prisoner and his father had been on friendly

Gold and

He

«w

vS

Current liabilitiesbreak. f theepidemla The di,„a,ei»
interest due and unpaid ............
2,556/21
Debt on which interest has ceased.. 7,257 7«5 at Alexandria, but is subsiding at Cairo, Central railroadhad gross earnings of $ .8,- the Yfelrose Castle.
seems to have
only for the want of material A party
ft-9, 444. 72, upon which New York State levies
Interest thereon .....................3r,i sn
completely informed
so
Enghsh physicianshas reached Alexandria. $14.4,647.23as taxea
Gold and silver certificates ..........172, 723*, 451
absolutely determined that he chose
U. 8. notes held for redemption* of
Cholera W, been declared epidemic in BompB0CT0R Ksorr W9S eIected 0oT.
Cape
certificates of deposit. .............12,910,000
rather
risk
governCasu b-lance available Aug. 1 ....... 155,717, 14.»
A dispatch from Cape
ernor °* b’entneky by an apparent majority j ment s keen inspection of the persons who

$

,

He

of

been eo

| j

and

to go ahead aud wait at

th« ^

Town

than

the

Town South

of ^’i000- Henr>’ Clay. a grandson of the boarded the Melrose Castle at Loudon. The
. Tota! ..... ....................$351,536,347 Africa RfivR that at
Africa, says that at the filial examination
defeated for the LeHslatnro miubitry appear to be somewhat dazed at
Available assets—
Cash in treasury ..................... 851,536,345 O’Donnell a box was produced belonging to In the Louisvilledistrict .kn etoSnriot tbe opmpietenessof the information posrthe prisoner, labeled Cape Town, and con- occurred at Bryantsville,resulting in two 8e8,,ed.b^
mv^cibles, of which this
Bonds issued to Pacific rail way comtaining a wood-cut of Carey and a paper of negroes being shot dead, two fatally ; asRassinationfurnishescomplete proof.
panies, interestpayable by United
American citizenship, dated November. 187ft wounded, and three other persons (two 1 ^Carey was traveling under the name of
b tales—
Prindnal outstanding ............... $ 64,C‘3,5I2 Carey's son testifiedthat his father was white) seriously injured.... WT W. McNair. , Po^er-, Hta family were with him. Carey
Interest accrued, not yet paid. ...... 323, 17 smiling and talking to O’Donnell when he nominated for Governor by the late Minne! : embarked at Dartmouth. From Madeira ho
Interest paid by United States ...... 69,222,093 (witness) saw the latter draw a revolver and sota DemocraticState Convention, declines Yrote,a .etiert0 tbe alacrities,in which he
described the voyage, and said he had shared
fire one sh*ot He (witness) then ran to
to accept the nomination.
Interest repaid by companies—
in conversation in which Invinciblesand ihe
fetch his father's revolver. His mother
By transportation service ..... ...... $ 16,777,380
miscreant Carey were especially denounced.
was holding his father when the third
By cash payments, 5 per cent, net
He said he Intended to forget Ireland ever
earnings............................655,198 shot was fired. O'Donnell declared
THE
MARKET*
Carey drew
revolver which he
Balance of interest;paid by United
States .............................. 41,789,514 (O'Donnell; seized aud fired at Carey In
NEW YORK.
Excitement In Dublin.
He described himself as ’Beeves ...........................
$ 5.50 6.98
Internal Revenue Commissioner self-dcfeme
A Dublin dispatch says: “The city is in a
Patrick O’Donnell, aged 45, native ot Good- HOUS .............................4.60 («« 6.KO
Evans, has decided that bittersand various sall, County Donegal, a laborer, and for- Flo uii— .Superfine................ 3.85 W 4.40
fuiore over the news from Cape Town, and
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. i.os^i#1.09
the people, who fill the streets, are madlyalcoholic compounds of* alleged medicinal merly a butler. The prisonerwas comNo. 2 Red ............... 1.14 (it 1.14
exultant,shouting and cheering mid causworth were beverages, and should be taxed mitted for trial on a charge of wilful Corn— No. 2 ....................... go <«; .61
ing the police much trouble The officials
murder. In the oi dinary course of Oatk- No. 2 .......................
as such under the law. hereafterall per.41 Jj
both her© and at London seem stupefied
he will
tried at the Pork— Mess .....................15.62 VriG.ou
sons selling any of these alcoholic tonics ! pi;* j
P#rt
Elizabeth
Assizes,
in
October. .... Lard .............................. 8^^ .Mi with surprise at the extent of information
without special payment thereior will be
possessed by the Invincibles,which was
The trial of ten Jews at Nyircgyhyaza, HunCHICAGO.
subject to arrest and tine. In addition to
much greater than that possessed by the
gary, charged with murdering Esther Holy- Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers.. 5.80 @6.60
this these tonics wlirbe tested the same as
Common to Fair ....... 4.15 @*5.80 heads of departments hire. They are
most, a Christian girl, in the synagogue at
whisky and other liquors.
Medium to Fair ........ 5.35 @. 5.75
amazed that anybody should have known
Tisza Esslar, in order to procure her blood
The accumulation of silver dollars, to mix in pussoverbread, has been con- Hons ............................ 5.20 @. 6.50 Carey’s whereabouts, and they were much
Fixjuk— Fancy White Winter Ex. 6.50 @6.75
more incUned to believe he had gone to
says a Washingtondispatch,has become so cluded, and a verdict of not guilty returned.
Good to Choice Snr’u Ex. 6.00 @* 5.2-i
....Three informers in the Phcrnix Park Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ l.oo!4@> l.ooVj Canada or America than to Africa”
great that it is now quite a serious question
mjirder trialswere prohibited from landing
No. 2 Red Winter ...... 1.05.'«@ 1.05
how to dispose of them. All the storage from a steamer at Melbourne, Australia. . Corn— No. 2 ....................... 50!a@- .60%
Carey’s Record.
capacity of the various vaults and sab-treas- The British Minister1 to Morocco has been Oats— No. 2 ....................... 28 tm- .14%
James Carey, who was about 50 years of
uries throughout the country is already instructedto make an earnest appeal to the Rye— No. 2 ........................ 50%@i .57
age, was a member of the Dublin Municipalovertaxed, and the additionalvaults built Sultan of that country for the abolition Barley-No.2 .................... c:i 14 .65
ity and a man of wealth and prominence.
Butter — Choice Creamery ........ 10 @) .20
recently are also full
of slavery.... The negotiationsbetween Hons— Fresh ...................... 17 @/ .17!$ He was a master-builder and did a large
A prompt and unqualified denial is France and China in regard to the Pork— Mess ......................13.25 @13.30 business in that line, besides having an lur
Tonquin question are at a standstill, and a Lard ..............................
.Mi toreat in the largest dry-goods house in Dubgiven by the United States Treasury Cattle
peaceful folution of the difficulties Is conMILWAUKEE.
lin. He bore the cnaracter of being a
Commissionto the charges recently made sidered impossible.
Wheat-No. 2 ....................LOifc® i.oi!* shrewd, cautious,reticentman of temperate
N0.2 ........................ 5o>4@, .5.i!3
in the British Parliament that American
habits, though passionate when angered.
The Australians have presented to Corn—
Oats— No ......................... 82 @J .33
shippers send out animals afflicted with
Rye-No. 2 ....................... 55!4@ .55,4 Carey gave Ins testimony in the preliminary
the
British
Government
their
reasons
for
dangerous contagious diseases. Not only
hearing in the Phoenix Park murder cases at
Barley-No. 2 .................... 52 @ .54
this, but the commission declares that no desiring an English conquest of Oceanloa PORK— Mess ......................
13.25 @13.42)4 Dublin on Fetx 17. His first appearance
case of the infection has been found at any , The most plausible of these is the alleged Lard .............................. 8).j@ . h)< created a profound sensatic n. He deposed
prominentmarketing or shipping point in
ST. LOUIS.
that he, joined the Fenian Brotherhoodin
fear of the establishment of French penal Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.05 & i.osM
the country.
DOT He deposed tha > he was always Treassettlements in the debated territories..... Corn— Mixed ...... ............... 4CK@ .<<7* urer of the Fenian BrotherhoodThe names
It is rumored in Washington that a The United states Consul at Smyrna re- Oats— No. 2 ......................
24340 .25* of four persons had been submittedto the
. ........ 46*0
.47
treaty offensiveand defensive has been re- ports that the disease which h&<T ravaged Rye .......................
organieatlonin London as capable of headPork— Mess ....................... 14.00 <914.26
cently made between Mexico and Germany, Damietta is a malignant local distemper, Lard .............................. yuas iju ing the organizationin Dublin Among
those names was his own. Walsh had sworn
the latter guarantee!ng the integrity of the caused by the filthycondition of the town and
CINCINNATL
republic. The American
icon Minister in Mexl- the unclean habits of the peopla The Indian Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.06)4(9 1.06)4 him in, each holding a knife in his hands.
The oath bound Carey to obey all orders
ico, Philip H. Morgan, remonstratedin the Government has decided to send to Egypt Corn ..................... .........494i@) so
:s
transmitted to him by tbe Irish Invincibles
strongest terms, and came near having a seven physicians and forty assistanta .... oa™ ..................
M. Chaflemel-Lacour, the French Minister of J}YB- •••••• .....................
... .54!.j<9.55
under the penalty of death. A few days
PortK-Mess ......................15.25 @16.50
afterword Walsh, McCaffrey and Jame&MulLard .........................
....
. a at gu
vie
with the Chinese Embassador to the
lett told hint that they were to forma Board
attitudeof the United States.
*
European nations. The French Minister Wheat— No. 2 Bed... .............i.oo^@ i.10
of Directorsqf a new organizotion of InPOLITICAL.
demanded the withdrawal of Chinese troops
vinclbles in DubUn, who were not to exceed
The Democratic Stale Convention of from the Tonquin frontier. . .The Western
250 members for the whole kingdom He
* then proceededto give the details of the
Pennsylvania, met at Harrisburg.When Land, the largest vessel ever built on the
Mersey, was launched at Liverpool She is
whole conspiracywhich resulted* in the
the roll was called it was announced that
made of steel, is 450 feet long, and haa ac- Wheat— No. 1 White ............ i.ocxl 1.07
murders, and, through his testimony prinfor the first time in many year* there were commodationsfor 1,850 Jpassengers..,.
:S* cipally, five men were hanged. Carey was a
no contested seats. Robert- E. James was The Jewish inhabitants of Hcatenunoslav, fefi:::::::::::::::::::
member of the Dublin Municipalityand a
elected Permanent President.Jacob Russia, were attacked by a mob. The miliman of means and prominence.
®i6'o°
Ziegler, of Butler county, was nominated tary were called but, and ten members of
for State Auditor, and Joseph Fowell, the mob were killed and thirteenwounded
of Bradford county, for State Treasurer. ....Laycook, the Australiansculler, has
Ex-Gov. Hannujan, of New Hampshire,
27
The platformadvocatesan honest civil- challenged Hanlon to row on the Paramata
who has just been strickenwith paralysis,
servicesystem; condemns unnecessary tax- (New South Wales; course for the championwas a Universalistpreacher before the war,
ation; demauds a tariff that will encourage ship of the world and1 £1,000.... The 400th
IS
and gave up his church to command a regiproductions aud industries at home, and anniversaryof the. birthday of Martin
ment in the Army of the Potomac; He used
afford just compensation to labor, but Luther will be observed by all the Protestant
to be considered the ablest stump-speaker
SHEEP ............................3.60 & 5.50
which will not create or foster monopoly; people qf Germany Nov. Ift
tnthefltata
- ,,
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w^th the addition of an Elizabethan
raff around the throat and embroidered
chevrons upon the sleeves, indicating
the number of years they have served

AGRICULTURAL.
Grouhd

oats form one of the best

feeds to promote a flow of milk, either
ia

cows, ewes or

in

breeding sows.

The

grind better if one bushel of
mixed with every two or three

oats will

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
must be approaching,” remarked a Harlem man
T think the millenium

Prominent church members and
business men appear as bar-keepers in
the new directory of Rome, Ga. The

corn is
of the lighter grain.

to a deacon. “What makes you think

man.

so?” asked the good old

A successful cultivator
says

:

of squashes

“I cover the joints of the vines

“Be- as they grow, with earth, beginning at

when the contribution-boxreached first or second joint from the hill; then
compiler has fled into the mountains.
your pew yesterday,you dropped in a cover every fourth or fifth joint — which
$5 gold piece instead of your usual do- will be enough. By this means there
The Rev. Henry Crawford Tuckeb
will be an abundance of roots to supnation of a nickle.” “Great Scott 1” exply the vines, even if the original roots
served as a Baptist clergymanin Georclaimed the deacon, turning pale, bo all destroyed.”
gia for forty-seven years without a salWhy, I thought I put in only a new 2An Illinoisfarmer says : / “Were I
ary. He had three wjives and thirtycent piece that I found on the street called upon to designate one tree which
one children ; but no one heard of him
the other day I” and the worldly invec- more than all others I would recomuntil he died a short time since.
mend for general planting, I would say
tives the pious old fraud heaped upon
unhesitatinglyit should be the willow.”
An item going the rounds of the his own head would have made a hard- It has been used extensively to
cause

press effectually settles the trade-dollar ened sinner shudder.

question. It is to the effect that a
Polish girl stole twenty-fivetrade dollars

and hid them

on your

Bring

in her mouth.

trade dollars and feed the

by the sheep at $600— $200 in killing
MICHIGAN’ AFFAIRS.
tGe prairie grass and $400 in their
manure. I suppose it is of greater Tut average of ministers' salaries in Michvalue than this, but it is certainlythis. igan Is about «50a
Of course, breaking prairie with sheep
Alpena claims a population of 7,000 and
is another and new source of profit in the distinctionof being the only town of the
these most valuable animals on the size in the Btate without a railroad
farm. I just pulled down and removed
The contract for furnishing the State staover two mies of six wire, three
tionery was awarded to Charles N. Ayres, of
smoothed and three barbed* wire fences,
Detroit
and just as soon as the frost is out 1
Michigantramps have been more than
shall fence a new pasture on the wild
or unbroken prairie for my sheep. On usually careful so far this season. Not a
looking it over I find my fencing cost fire has been reported in the pineries
me $250 per mile. In two years 1 have
Mfift E M. Cole, of Adrian, make* a pubgot back $300 per mile by pasturing lic statement that she was cured by faith
my sheep on the land fenced. Looking and prayer, a few nights ago, of a spinal
at it in this light it seems to be quite a afflictionshe has endured for many years
profitable thing to pasture sheep, and
The Monroe man who recently laid aside
it is a new idea to me. My farm is on
his 17-year-old mowing-machine,has been
the “slope," in Western Iowa.
outdone by Mr. £. G. Mathson, of Monroe,
who has a mower that has done good service
HOUSEKEEPERS’ HELPS.
for twenty-one year's and is still in active
•

strengthen dams, glowing very rapidly
service.
Tea Rolls.— Two pounds of flour
with far-reachingroots that give
two ounces of butter, three tables-poou- Although there is, relatively with last
An old Massachusettssettler was strength to soil to keep it in place.
year, much depression in the mining Indus,
Mr. J. N. Dixon, an extensive or- fuls of yeast, one pint of warm milk ;
Buggies, a lawyer and practicaljoker;
mix
well together and set in a warm tries of the Lake Superior region, still signs
and his jokes showed that some of the chardist of Illinois, uses arsenic for place to rise, knead and make into rolls. of a revivalare chronicled whloh lead good
canker-wormson his apple trees with
fudges to hope for a season’s -output ot ore
modern ones are prfetty old. For in- good success. He. boils the poison in Bake twenty minutes.
stance, 140 years ago on old woman proportion of one pound to ten gallons
The reason why cabbage emits such which will not fall more than 20 per cent
came into the Court House as a wit- of water. When cool he adds two gaj- a disagreeable smell when boiling is below that of 1882.
because the process dissolve^the es- While oat hunting near Bay City with
ness, Md not seeing a seat at hand was lons more for each gallon of the arsenicated water and applies to the trees sential oil. The water should be Harry Gustla, Ralph Merrill, aged 10, son of
directed by Ruggles to take the Chief
with a force pump. One dose is changed when the cabbage is half E P. Merrill,accidentally shot himself so
Justice’s seat, and she did. Soon the enough.
cooked, and it will thus acquire greater that he died Instantly. The charge tore
court, in all pomp and circumstance,
open his breast and penetratedhis heart
A Michigan fruit-growersays that it sweetness.
Fish Fritters.— Remove bones and He was a student of the Michigan Military
entered with the officers, who an- pays to constantly pick off wormy apnounced “The court !” The Chief Jus- ples during the season by means of a skin from any cold fish. Make very Academy.
sharp hook fastened to a lr*ig pole. fine by pounding in a mortar, adding
The Adrian Time* tells the following story
tice, with indignation,inquired of the
These apples are at once picked up by a equal proportions of bread crumbs, without even a blush : An agent for a mutuaj
old lady, “Why she was there?” She drove of hogs. If left to themselves, not too dry, and hot mashed potatoes.
life-insurancecompany was crossing Main
pointed to Ruggles and said, “That says this farmer, apples will seldom Stir in a half-teocupfulof cream, two street, at Maumee street, one evening, when
man told me to tpke this seat.” The drop until after the worms have left beaten eggs; season with cayenne pep- a swallow flew into his face with considerathem, and the old idea that hogs de- per and salt; form into small cakes and ble force. When the poor little bird was
Chief J istied ordered he| to leave, and,
vour the worms by eating the apples as fry in butter or lard.
picked np it was dead, and its bill was split
turning to Ruggles, said : “Mr. Rugthey fall naturally is an erroneous one.
Tomato Sauce.— A quart of toma-- and driven almost into its head. Itsneok
gles, why did you give this woman my
Dairy" women often complain be- toes, a slice of onion and half a dozen was also broken. But the cheek of the inseat?" Ruggles replied,“I thought it cause their butter stamps and cups cloves. Cook ten minutes. Put into a surance man bore no mark.
a gopd place for old women!”
check or split after a little use, so as to frying pan two spoonsful of butter,
A few mornings ago, at Adrian, a Texan
become worthless. A butter stamp heat and stir in two spoonsful of flour. and his wife were horrified while eating
A pearl fishery of great value was should be washed and scalded after Stir until smooth and brown. Add the breakfast at a hotel to see a colored man
tomatoes, cook twominutes longer, seasome time back reported in the Gulf of use, and then put away damp, and
enter and take a seat at a table at the farwhere it will keep damp until wanted son with salt and pepper and pass ther end of the dining-room.The Texan
Mexico. During the winter fishermen
through
a
fine
strainer.
again. Any wood used for handling
sent for the landlord and wanted the colprospectorsfound some pearls of great salted butter will soon be filled with
Strawherry Jam.— Take a quantity ored man turned out The landlord replied
value among not a few smaller gems. brine, and there is no necessity for dry- of ripe, fresh strawberries;rub and
that he knew no distinction between the
The first was taken from the shell of a ing it through and through.— Chicago press the same through a hair sieve money of guests, but he knew some colored
into an earthen pan; add pulverized
Journal.
pearl oyster in December last, 1882. It
men who behaved better than some white
Mr.
Sukl
Foster,
of
Iowa,
one
of sugar in tHe proportion of three-quar- men. Thereupon the Texan walked out,
is believedto be the largest on record.
the original advocates of the superior ters of a pound of sugar to one pound highly Indignant
It weighs seventy-fivekarats. A jewquality of the catalpa for Western tree of berries. Put this into a basin and
A cubious phenomenon was witnessedit
eler offered $14,000, which was accept- planters, has been subjecting speci- place the same over the fire. Stir constantly with a wooden spatula. Now Tecumseh the other evening at about H
ed. That sum is far below the real mens to a severe climatic test. He
transfer to dhina pots or glass tumblers o’clock, aud persohs who saw the same an
value. Another of forty-sevenkarats is says, in the Iowa Homestead:' “I have and allow to become cold.
confident that a cyclone passed over thfl
more confidencein the hardiness of the
since found, perfect in form and finely
Saratoga Potatoes.— Cut raw pota- village, but at such an elevation that thl
catalpa, this spring, than I ever had
tinted. It is valued on the spot at before. Last winter I kept the snow ioea in slices as thin as wafers with a buildingsescaped uninjured.The lightning
.

Poles with them.

'•

The

following obituary notice ap-

:

pears in a Kansas City paper
toed Annie,

’

a

“ ‘Nine-

personage well known in

of Hell's Half Acre

the upper circles

society, fell into the Missouri river last

evening,and was drowned. She was a
daughter of the late-lamented ‘Scarfaced Maggie* and a cousin to ‘Oneeared Sam’ and ‘Ginger-cake’ Joe.’”

An extraordinarytragedy enacted

in

the streets of Titlis. A certain Melrti
Sarkissoffquarreled with and shot his
brother with a revolver, discharging

the contents of every barrel into his
victim. A commissary of police, curiously bearing the

same name

as the

fratricide,attracted to the scene decapitated the assassin by a single blow.

•The bar of a Fall River rrtmseller
was actually closed in unlawful hours,
but the suspicious

observed that

officers

he had numerous visitors in his residence. The house was scarch'cd several times without finding the whisky
which, it was clear, the company was
getting;but at length, on turning on a
gas burner, the beverage ran from the
pipe, which had been connected with a
arrel in the groggery cellar.

Gov.

Butler

has1

skin which he says
he

is

done with

it,

a tanned human
he will bury when

and will not return

make
a pair of shoes out of it for a museum
in Rome. The New York Morning

it to the

shoemaker, who wants

Journal sB.ys: “Bold Ben
before consigning it
have

to

$5,000. A third pearl of forty karats, shoveled away from a row all winter,
yet more beautiful, was exhibitedat La and this spring they are alive and the
roots look as fresh as those blanketed
Paz, where $3,000 was bid. This sucwith a good covering of snow. I have
cess of the first explorationis justly re- no doubt that the ground was frozen
garded as evidence of extensivedepos- four feet beneath them. The tips of
its of pearl-botoringoysters, and great many seedlingsare killed a few inches,
but I have seen none much damaged.”
excitement pervades all the fishermen

right. But in that gulf.
to earth he should

it cut into strips

The

is

of about sixteen

inches long, and with thurn “lash the

world” who
committed the enormities on the poor
at Tewksbury.”

rascals naked through the

some

Judicial proceedings in
of

parts

Michigan seems to be conducted on

a sort of

go-as-you-pleasebasis. A St.

Clair county Justice, on
casion, after

a

recent oc-

hearing a long and

tire-

some case, addressed the twelve victims

now reported that the cholera,
which is making havoc in Egypt, is but
It is

one of the

many

the late war

in the

jury-box as follows

of the jury, in this

:

“Gentlemen

case the counsel on

disastrous results of both sides are unintelligible, the wit-

there. The few rules

to

nesses on both sides are incredible, and
provide for cleanliness were suspended, the plaintiff and defendant are both
or at least rendered inoperative, by such bad charactersthat to me it is in-

occupancy, and

chief advantage of the clover
crop is the enrichment cf the soil and
the improvement of its texture. The
enrichment is in proportionto the
amount of root growth and foliage p ro
duced, and shed on the soil, as well as
the degree of shading of land and retention of that degree of moisture favoring production of nitrogen.If it be
grazed down so close as not to furnish
any shading of the soil or retentionof
moisture, there is a loss on the side of
fertilization. If, too, the ground be
tramped when wet, and afterwards
bakes and cracks in the summer’s heat,
the conditionof growth is poor, indeed,
compared with that of a soil shaded by
a luxuriant clover growth, and unpacked by early and untimely tramping.— Breeder’s Gazette.
.

has had different which way you give your
In another recent case a
it well with wretched human beings. Justice’s jury at Sturgis, having held
According to the agricultural chemThe reports censure the British authori- an inquest upon the body of Sliroil
ists, a ton of average meadow hay re
ties, who, it is said, had ample warning Green, who was stabbed to death in a
moves from the soil 181 pounds of potof the coming pestilence.
quarrel by Henry Niles, returned an ash, 1$ pounds oi soda, 23 pounds of
elaborateand unique verdict, declaring, lime, 7 pounds magnesia, 11 pounds
Washington Territory is looming
among other things, that “the said oxide of iron, 2$ pounds sulphuricacid,
up in its rapidly increasing commerce.
6 pounds phosphoric acid, 21 pounds
Henry Niles, then and there, feloniouschlorine, 38 pounds silica. A ton of
It will send abroad this year 335,000,ly, willfully, and of his malice afore- clover hay takes 31 pounds of potash,
British

filth

full sway, inviting disease and feeding virdict.”

000 feet of lumber, 200,000 tons

of coal,

thought, killed and murdered the said

200,000 pounds of hops, 200,000 cases
Sliroil

Green.”

of salmon, 5,000,000bushels of wheat,

bushels of oats, 100,000
Example of Boston Thrift.
bushels of potatoes, and 2,500,000 A New York jeweler, a native of a
pounds of wool. In cargoes of 1,500 Maine village, was one day stopped in
3,000,000

tons, this quantity of produce will load the street by a tired and panting indi900 large ships, or three every day in vidual, whom he soon recognized as a
the year except

Sundays.

former schoolmate. He unbuttoned
first his coat, then his vest, etc., till he

’

finally reached his undershirt,from be-

Mr. Justice Moule sentenced a tween two

buttons of which he pulled

out about an inch of gold chain. “I

England in the followbought this,” he said, holding the prewords: “Prisoner at the bar, your cious bit between thumb and forecounsel thinks you innocent, the counsel finger, “some time ago, an’ have had my
for the prosecutionthinks you innocent, doubts— though 'twas warranted—till I
thought o’ you as the one man I could
I think you innocent. But a jury of
depend on when I came to New York.
your own countrymen, in the exercise Now tell me true, is that pure gold?”

rural prisoner in
ing

of such

common sense

as they possess,

After his doubts had been allayed and
be much, he turned to depart, he swung around
once again with the query: “Isay, I
have found you ‘guilty,’ and it remains
slept night afore last in the Marlboro*,
that I should pass on you the sentence
in Boston, ’n* forgot my nightcap there,
of the law. That is, that you be kept *n’ took a terrible cold cornin’ on. Now,
in prison one day, and, as that day was do you suppose they’ll save that fur
me till I git back?” “No, sir!” shouted
yesterday, you may go about your busihis bored listener, “Boston’sso thrifty
ness.1
a townthat, before you get there, theyll
have converted it into a pudding-bag to
Attorney General Brewster is re- cook Maine blueberries!”— Boston
ported to be occupied in perfecting a Transcript
which does not seem to me

to'

change in the uniforms worn by the
Justices of the Supreme Court. The
New York World says his esthetic taste
has been shocked By the absence of
ruffles upon the sombre, baggy silk
gowns they now wear. He thinkw the
dignity ot their appearance would be
greatly enhanced by a double row of
brood brass buttons down the

Mbs. Frances Hodgson Burnett,
who

is a resident

of Washington,gives

the followingdirectionshow to write a

novel: “You must have pen, ink, and
paper. Use the first with brains, the
second with imagination,and the third
with generosity.

The spruce trees

of Northern

front, are dying a natural death.

Maine

pounds soda, 42$ pounds lime, 5$
pounds magnesia, $ pound oxide of iron,
7 pounds sulphuric acid, 10$ pounds
phosphoric acid, 6 pounds chlorine,
and 0 pounds of silica. Thus meadowgrass absorbs 1101 pounds of mineral
matter per ton, and clover hay 118$
ponnds. Potash and lime, counting
out silica, which does not add to the
nutritive properties of plants, supply
about two-thirdsof the food that the
grass plants draw from the land in
which they grow, and about threefourths used by clover. Thus we see
why limestone regions are so excellent
for grazing purposes, and why lime and
sulphuric acid in the form of landplaster or gypsum, is so beneficial, in
certain cases, to pasturesand meadows.
—Chicago Journal.
81

thin sharp kuife; lay them iu cold
water over night, a bit of alumn will
make them more crisp, next morning
rinse in cold water and dry with a towel.
Have ready a kettle of lard, hotter than
for fried cakes, and drop in the potatoes a few at a time. They will brown
quickly, skim out in a colander and
sprinkle with salt, or lay them on a
double brown paper

in

the oven

till

dry.

was fearful, and served as an illuminatorfos
the wonderful panorama exhibited by the
agitated elements. Clouds were whirled in
complete revolution,and the entire scene
was tfnllke anything ever witnessed in that

region
At dam No.

Au
G.

2,

on the north branch of the

Sable, a little7-year-olddaughter of A.

Looks and a

little neighbor girl

the dam.

A

aged 3

homo and went

years old strayed from

to

on the bank attracted
Cherry Pudding.— Make a crust as their attention and they attempted to get
for baking-powderbiscuit; roll it out into it Mr. Louks’ little girl succeodod ix
till it is about two-thirds of an incli getting in when the boat startedfrom shore
thick. Stew enough cherries so that and commenced floating down stream.when they are spread on the crust they Coming to a place where the water apwill cover it and be deep enough to peared shallow and she could see the botmake a good layer of fruit; roll the crust tom quite plain, she jumped in with the inup then, taking care to keep the cher- tention of wading to shore. The water was
ries from falling off. Wrap a cloth eight or ten feet deep where she jumped in,
around it; sew it loosely with a coarse and she would certainlyhave drowned hod
thread, which is easily pulled out. Al- no assistancebeen renderedher. With the
low plenty of room for the crust to rise. children when they strayed away were two
Lay this on a plate and set in a steamer. 3-mouth-oldpups, one a spaniel and the
Steam it for an hour and a half.
other a Newfoundland. Seeing the child
Ice Cream. — To two quarts of cream plunge into the water, the spaniel immeallow one pound of loaf-sugar and diately swam to her assistance, seized her by
flavoring to taste; the flavoring should one foot and towed her to shore— where the
be strong, as freezing destroysit a good Newfoundland stood in eager expectancyto
deal. If made with milk allow ten eggs render assistance, and the moment the
to two quarts ; beat up the eggs, boil spaniel reached the shore with its burden
half the milk and mix them together, grabbed the rohild by the clothes and the
stirring all the time; strain it, add the two pups dragged her little by little till
remaining milk, sugar and flavoring aud they got her upon dry gtounH—Ilotcomiiwn
put it in the freezer. When well frozen
Pioneer.
transfer it to a mold, surround the
Health in Michigan.
mold with frozen ice and freeze it again.
Three good lemons or the juice of an

ordinary pineapple will flavor two
quarts of cream. The juice of a quart
of ripe strawberriee or raspberries
squeezed through a linen
sufficient

bag

will be

skiff

Ro ports to the State Board of Health, Lamrlnir,
by observers of diseases in the differentparts of

the State, show the principal diseases which
caused most sickness in Michigan,during tho
weekending July 2s, 1883, os follows:

for the same quantity of

Number of observers

heard. from, 56.

strawberry or raspberry cream.

Talk for the Children.
DlMasM in Order of Greatest
Area of Provaieooe.
Children hunger perpetuallyfor new
ideas. They will
sill learn with pleasure
from the lips of parents what they deem
it drudgery to study in books ; and, even
\ Intermittent lever.
79
84
2. Diarrhea ...........
82
61
if they have the misfortune to be deNeuralgia.
68
64
prived of many educationaladvantages,
Kheumadfim .............. 69
65
they will grow up intelligent if they
Consumption of longs. .
65
45
Cholera morbus ..........
64
41
enjoy in childhood, the privilege Of
Bronchitis ................
50
52
listeningdaily to the conversation of 8 Remittentfever ..........
38
9,Tonailltls
............
96
32
intelligent people. A silent home is a
10 Cholera infantum. ........
84
94
dull place for young people — a place lll>y»entery ................ 84
27
from which they will escape if they 12i Influenza.,
18
23
A correspondent of the Iowa FarmErysipelas
21
82
can. How much useful information, on D!
lA!TnHATnmat
er has been utilizing his sheep in
14
Lillammatlon of bowels..
20
16
the other hand, is often given iu pleas- ISlnliammation of Kidney..
20
20
breaking up land. He says : My flock
36
ant conversation, and what unconscious, leiMeaaiee ................... 18
consists of about 500 sheep. Two years
13
Bcarlet fever ..............
14
but excellent mental training is lively, 17!
20
18 Diphtheria.., .............
14
ago I fenced in about 150 acres of wild
social argument \— Arthurs Magazine. WlTyphoid fever (enteric)...
7
11
prairie and used it for a sheep pasture.
20 T ypho-malarial
fever. ....
7
0
The pasture was good until last sumW hooping -omnrh .........
9
11
Inflammation of brain...
First Christian Marriage in Virginia.
9
7
mer. I did not think, for one moment,
P&eomonta ...............
9
20
Capt. Newport arrived a Jamestown,
but that the blue joint grass was all
MembraDoriB croup. ......
5
4
5
4
right (it has immense aud numerous Va., in 1608, with a second supply for .-Peuperai terer .......
26 Oerehro-flDinaimeningitis
4
13
roots, which are sent down deep
leep u
in the the colony, bringing seventy passengers,
For the weekending July 28, 1883, the reports
soil) and I supposed was good for ten many of whom were persons of some
indicate that cholera morbus, consumption
to fifteen years’ pasturage, but I inci- distinction at home. Among them was
and dysentery Increased, that diarrhea oonsiddentallydiscovered, last fall, that the John Langdon, who soon aftvrwards erably«deorease4, and that measles, pneumonia
close pasturage of the sheep had killed married Ann Burras, who had come to and cere bro- spinal meningitis decreasedin area
of prevalence.
it, the roots were rotted, and on putting the colony as the maid of Mrs. Forrest.
At the State capital, Ihe prevailing winds, durin the plow the mellowest soil a farmer These were the first white women seen ing ths week ending Jnlv V, were southwest,
and, compared with tho pwoedtaurweek,the temcould desire was turned upr My sheep, in the colony^rf Virginia proper. The perature was higher, the absolute aud the reladaughter
of
John
White
(Mrs.
Dare),
tive humidity
hum
and the night ozone more, and
in two years, had broken over 100 acres.
the day ozone the same.
I had it plowed, and, in hiring some and eighteen other women with her,
Including reports by regular observers and by
done, I found the party would prefer were in the colony on the coast of North others, diphtheriaw4* reportedpresent during
plowing in this pasture to “back-set- Carolina,in 1587, when that region wai the week ending July 28, and since,at twelve
places, scarletfever at fonWeen nlaocs, and
ting” last summer’s breaking. I esti- called Virginia. This was the first
mate the value to the 150 acres added Christianmarriage in Virginia.

am*.*.

8

.

.

.....

....

^le^P^TEBAO^SecretaiT.

......

.....

Notice.
Clrrk’s Office,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

City of Holland, Aug.

Editor.

8,

EOODSICB

MMATIOH

\

CHICAGO

'83. f

August

beautiful Island
grounds. The state
ment which,

when

tures allowed

it

STEAMER MENOMINEE

Lake

encampment

Detroit,and all pointa east.

ids,

Seed Wheat.

has a military equip-

We

will furuish the farmers of this vic-

are considered, is

a

83.00

HOUND

’83.

of the leaders will pervade the camp,

and

Special Assessors Notice.

that instead of making the occasion a pic-

August encampment may become

City of Holland,
Clerk’s Office August 7th, 1883.
To E. D. Blair, Isaac Kramer, Wille
mina Boot, Engbertus Van Der Veen, Mrs.
C. Schola, Wm. Verbeek, Simon Reidsema,
Bonsje L. Geerllngs,H. Meyer, Nina
Boning, H. Meyer & Co., Steketee & Bos,
Dirk R. Meengs, P. &. E. Winter, Mrs.
W. C. Nibbellnk, Dlrkje Hofmnn, Antonie
Meerman, Hermanns Boone, John Pessink,
Wm. Ten Hage, Jacelmina Westveer,
John Alberti,Robert B. Best, Pieter
Boning, Roeiof Oostema, Klaas Van
Haften, H. Wykbuizen, Mrs. A. Van Ry,
Estate of W. Van Deflaar, Rokus Banters,
E. J. Harrington, Charles Scott, Andrew
Steketee,Charles A. Dutton, Wra. J. Scott,
Mrs. A. Lefebre, K. Scbaddelee, Maria
Torn, T. R. Beck, C. P. Becker, E. J.
Harrington, Jr.( Frank
Royce, R.
Banters, Jacob 0. Doesburg, Gerry tSlenk,
First Reformed Church, Dallas M. Gee,
J. W. Bosman, Elizabeth N.- Parks,
Jacobus Scboon, Derk te Roller, Jacobus
Nibbelink, Jacob Van Patten, Benjamine
Van Uaalte, John Roost, Hermina Pessink,
R. Schilleman, Dingcman Vershure,
Meindert Astra, Evert Everbard, Cornelia
Dok, J. H. Stegink, C. P. Becker, John
R. Kleyn. Isaac Cappon, G. W. Hopkins,
Hendrik Yechter and City of Holland.

name a camp of instruction. The citizens have an Interest
in the state's armed contingent,and the
in deed as well as in

troops should remember they are out for

work and not

for play.

[omouM
Board of EducationHolland, Mich., Aasnst 6, 1883.

A

regular meeting of the Board was
held at the Board Rooms and was called
to order by the President.

Members present:— I. Cappon, W. H.
Beach, E. J. Harrington,P. H. McBride
and T. J. Boggs.
A bill of R. Kanter & Sons for hardware; amount $29.00; was allowed and

S

ordered paid.

The committee on Building and Repairs
were instructed to make needful repairs
on the Fourth Ward School house and also have signs put up forbidding anyone to
enter the premises.

The Board

offers a reward of $5 for
information which wilt lead to the discovery of any persons who have defaced the
walls or broken the windows of the Fourth

Ward School House.
Mayor Beach and Supt. Hummer were

You and each of you are hereby notified
that special assessment rolls, for the improving, grading and graveling of Ninth
street special assessment districthas been
reported by the Board of Assessors to the
common council of the city of Holland, and
filed in this office, and that the Common
Council has fixed upon the 28th day of September, A. D. 1883, at 7:30 p. m., at the
Common Council room, in said City, as
the time and place when and whore they
will meet with the said Board of
Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
GEO. H. 81PP, CUy Cltrk.

Ided to the com. on examinationof teach-

It

Adjourned

for

last

teachers

two weeks.
T. J. BOGGS,

A CORRB8PONDKNT of
Globe, of

the

Stc'u,

the Saturday

Grand Rapids, was in the

city

week and the following appeared

in

the last isshe of that paper:

that of the Valley City. The boat returns to Holland at dark. The Park Associationare improving the groundsand adding conveniences for the

JAMES

comfort and pleasureof guests. Bathing houses

in the bay.

This gentleman is like the widow's curse; and

there are many more left for the new-comers.

has

fallen in the

lake and the fishinghas improved.

List of letters remaining in the Post,

Holland, Mich., Aug. 9th, 1883:

Office at

which they

a

Give us

Call!

A

A

used according to directions.

1883.

in

Administrator's Sale.
CTATB OF MICHIGAN,
Copnty of

Ottawa,

connection with my place of business.

NOTICE

White Wash Brushes,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

’

ness, one door east of the City Bakery,

f

ON EGHTU STREET.

Garden Tools,

TEN HAGEN.

is

NARROW

WARD

FANCY ARTICLES,
and PATENT MEDICINE8.

WINES and LIQUORS

Refrigerators, etc.
Always
we

medical purposes.

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

R.

at

the store of

B. WYNHOFF,
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

SCHIPHORST,

Will be at the Store and will hold himself in
readiness to attend to calls a: all hours of the day
or night.

.

No other complaints are so insidionsin their
none so trifled with by the majority of sufferers. The ordinarycough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a triflingor unconsciousexposure, is often bnt the beginning of a fatal
sickness. Ayer’s Chubby Pectokal has
well proven its efficacyin a forty y bars’ fight
with throat and lung diseases,and should be
taken in all cases withoutdelay.

A Terrible Cough Cured.
In 1857 1 took a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. I had a terriblecougbjind passed
night Mter night without sleep. The doctors
gave me up. I tried Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, which relievedmy lungs, induced
sleep, and affordedme the rest necessary
for the recovery of my strength. By the
11

eontlnued use of the pectoral a permanent ours wss .effected. I am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfiedyour
Cherry Pectoral saved me.

Horace Fairdrothbe.”
Rockingham,

tinue# in* our employ.

White Goods,

son’s tenacity the legs of his brother.
One of the buys soon recovered from
the effects of his narrow escape, but the
other was worked upon several hours before he was brought to. Rowley, in his
impetuous leap from the second-story window struck on some tiard substance, severely bruising his ankle. He is now the
local hero of the hour.

full

1882.

30-ly

DUREN.

VAN DER VEERK.

Wm.

and complete line of

CROCKERY
of

tea from our store will re

G. J.

VAN DUREN &

CO., Prop's
B.

BOOTS a SHOES

Holland, Jane
Having

lately re

Mrs. Emma Gedhey.”
169 West 128th St.,

New

York,

May

16, 1882.

“ I have nsed Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
in my family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds we have ever
A. J. Crane.”
Lake Crystal, Minn., March 13, 1882.
“ I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedieswith no success. 1 was curai by the use of Ayer’s Cherry
Joseph Walden.”

pectoral.

FORK.

5,

1882.

"I cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral,believing as I do that
but for its use I should long since have died
from lung troubles. E. Braodon."
Palestine, Texas, April

22,

1882.

No case of an affection of the throat or
lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
and it will a/irap« cure when the disease is
not already beyond the control of medicine.

ol this city to give os a "call.”
Yoti will always find a wi-il selected stock of

Ladles and Gentlemens

We

intend to keep oar market supplied with the

best and choicest meats that can be procured.

We make

Fine Shoes, Roots, and

14.

of charge.

WYNHOFF

1883.

Dr.

J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

7-ly

opened the “City Meat Market"

in the First Ward, wo kindly invite the eitlaens

1883. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1883.

iMILLHSTER/ir
CLOAKS & FANCY GOODS.

Slippers.

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

CALL AND SEE US
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E.HKROLD.

Office.

'83. 27-8m

fi,

Goods delivered free

your-'-

For Sale.
A good farm consisting of 250 acres, 170
acres improved land with fruit ot all kinds
on thd premises. The land is located
about 4 miles north of this city. Will be
•old on easy terms. Inquire at the News

While

Byhalla, Miss.,April

KNIFE

Meat Market

“

PREPARED BY
•for

Malarial poison can be entirelyremoved from the system by the use of Ayer's
Ague Cure, which contains a sure specific,
in the form of a vegetable product, used
in no other remedy. Warranted.

July 16, 1882.

tried.

/

A

For the next thirty days
every person buying a pound

SCHERERS & SCHIPHORST.
Holland. Mich., March 22,

City

Vt.,

in the countrylast winter my little
boy, three yssrs old, was taken ill with croup;
it seemed as if he would die from strangulation.One of the family suggestedthe use
of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, a bottle of
which was always kept in the boose. This
was tried In small and frequentdoses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doctor said that the Cherry Pectoral had
saved my darling’s life. Can you wonder at
our gratitude? Sincerely yours,

ceive a present of a Silver

HEROLD’S

AYER’S

attack as those affectingthe throat and lungs:

Clerk con-

DO BETTER TUAN CALL AT

1

1st, 1888.

Cherry Pectoral.

always on hand.

MR. A. HUIZINGA, Prescription

VAN

BANTERS & SONS.

Holland, Mich., May

Etc., in endless variety.

G. J.

on hand, in endless variety, and
them at reasonable prices.

sell

going on^in the stock of

Dry Goods & Groceries,

PRESCRIPTIONS
DR. L.

Vapor Stoves,

Croup.— A Mother*!Tribute.

TOILET, and

for

Oil &

ESCAPE.

°f

jumped

E.

also have

Paint Brushes,

Don’t fail to drop into my place of buai

In the matter of the Estate of Jan Kcrkhof, deceased.

The

YOU CANNOT

We

Alabastine,

POOL ROOM

At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
P. PRIN8 & CO.
Holland, March 28,
8-ly

An

at

customer by the Pitkin Paint Company, which

cheaper paints for barns, fences, and onthoases.

large and very fine

is

Drain Notice.

il

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

NOTICE

7,

FINE

Highest market prices paid for

FOX,

is hsreby riven that I, F. L. Sonter,
Leominster, Mass., telegram to The Drain Commissioner or the Township of Holland,
County
of Ottawa, will on the thirteenth day of AuBoston Globe says:
act of heroism to
gust, A. D. 1883. at the honse of Wm. B. Avery. In
which these parts are strangers was per said Township, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, meet
partiesfor the purpose of lettingcontracts for the
formed
North Leominster recently construction of a Drain in said Township to be
about 6 o'clock in the evening. At that known as Drain No. 84, commencing at a point 43
Rod* nnd 8 Links South and 56 Koaa Went of the
time two brothers named Mahan, about 10 North quarter Post of Section 12, Township 5,
Nortn or range 16 West, and runningthence South
and 12 years of age, went in bathing in 191 Rods; thence South 33 degrees 20 minutes
the Nashua river, near the furniture fac- West 101 Rods, where it empties into Drain No.
31. and that I will then and there proceed to let
tory of Merrium
Hall.
batheis contracts,for the construction of the same by sec
lions as I have apportionedand divided the same,
getting beyond their depth, Iheir compan- such contracts to be let to the lowest responsible
ions on the shore set up a cry fur help, bidder, according to the specifications made by
me. and now remaining in my office,and who
which called to the second-storywindow will give adequate security for the performanceof
the same within such time as shall be specifiedin
of the factory Frank H. Rowley, a young
such coutracts the undersignedrescrvlrgthc right
man of courageous instincts, who saw a to reject any and nil bids. Notice is also hereby
given, that at the time and place of said letting of
boy frantically strugglingin the water. contract the assessmentof benefits made by me
Rowley immediately
from tlie will be subject to review.
Dated this 25th day of July. A. D., 1883.
FRED L. 8UUTER,
window to the ground, a dislame of about
Drain Commissionerfur the Toxnishlp of Holland.
twenty feet, and rushing to the river hank

•

warranty we endorse in every particular, where

Drugs, Medicines, Genuine Cyclone

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

Holland, Mich., Aug.

CHOICE LIQUORS

will sell at the lowest prices.

ber-LargeStonooRemoTodby
KenRemedy.

Mr. Coe. R. Ritner, and Julia Renken.

plunged in without removing &o much of
his personal effects as shoes or shop apron.
He swam to the drowning youth, who
wound bis arms about the neck of Rowley,
who struggledbravely with his burden
and was pulled down under the water several times before lie reached, in an exbausted condition, the outstretched hands
of those on the bank. Not until liie shore
was gained was the rescuer aware that
two persons were Ireighted to him. It
appears that the unseen boy was uuder
the water clasping with a drowning per-

111
.

1883.

Samuel Bosch,
Miss Jane Brink, George Green, D.
Daggett, Mr. E. W. Moore, John Pallock,
Miss Ethel Brock, 2, Mr.

&

—AND—

DRUG STORE.

although hundredsof fine fish have been taken,

Daring the past week the witter

vicinity,of the celebrated

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

new stock of

a

^

-^dealer in—

co.,

Wrialso have the exclusive sale, for Holland and

of all colors. This paint is warranted to the

Auction Sale.

Bat, alter all, the great lodestoneis the noble

out,

a

TEN HAGEN

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

FIRST

bathing are added to the attractions

makes his home

Have just received

1883.

have been built during the past week, and the de-

black bass, which

41 Ann St., N

NEW FIRM! WM.
p. pejniT

& Sons,

R. Ranters

THE CU VBRWKLL MEDICAL CO„
wYork N.Y.: PostofllccBox 4E0.

>

Land For Sale.

The warm weatherbriugs hundred*of visitor*to
Macatawa Park. This resort is becoming very
popular with Grand Rapids people, and can be
reached by them as easily as Reed's Lake. The
ride to Holland is made In 43 minutes, 'bosses
transferthe passengers to the steamboat dock at
Holland for ten cents, then comes a delightfulride
of forty ml notes on Macatawa Bay; and the visitor
is on the shore of Lake Michigan, with a pare,
bracing air from ten to fifteen degrees cooler Mian

lights of surf

Mich.

....

hereby given that in pursuance of
Wm.
an order granted to the undersigned, Administrator de bonis non, with the will annexed, of the
Holland, Mich., May 10, 1888. U-ly*
Estate of said John Kerkhof, by the Hon. Jndge
of Probate for the County of Ottawa, on the seventh day of Jane, A. D. 1838, there will be sold it
public vendue, to the highest bidder, st the premises, last describedin this Notice, on thn fourteenth day of August. A. D. 1883, at 2 o’clock in the
afternoon of that day, subject to the right of dower, and the homestead righta,of the widow of said
deceased therein,the following described real
j
Estate, all situate,and being In the Township of
aa.
Holland, Connty of Ottawa,and Btate of Michigan,
to- wit: the North East qnarter of the North East
quarter of Section numbered One (1) in Township MarvellousCure of Stone In the Bindnvo(5) North of Range Sixteen (16} Weat, containing forty (40) acres, more or less.
nedy's Favorite
Forty acres of land lying eight miles
Also all the right, title, and interest of said
Frotn the PltUMd (Mats.) Eaole.
Estate,
in
and
to
the
Sonth
East
qnarter
of
the
north of this city and three miles southStone in the Bladder is a very dangerousailment ;
North East quarter, of Section numberedOne (1)
west of West Olive, in School Dlst. No.
but many most remarkablecure# have of late been
in Townshipfive (5) North of Range, Sixteen (16)
11. One-half of the land is timberedthe West, containing forty (40) acres more or less.
wrought by "Kennedy’s Favorite Rfmrdy’’— the
Also the East quarter of ihe North West-quarter invenilou of Dr. Kennedy of Hondont.N. Y. Another half being mostly improved. Comother striking case Is now added to the list. Mr.
fortable house and a good barn are on the of tho North East quarterot Section numbered PeterLawler.of Dalton, Mass., states in a letter
thirty-two(88) in Township five (5) North of Range
premises. Between two and three hun- fifteen (15) West, containingten (10) acres be the to Dr. Kennedy that he bad been troubledwith
bladder complaintfor 14 years, and had consulted
dred fruit trees are on the land. Excel- same more or less.
Terms will be made known at the time and place at differenttimes seven physicians; hut nothing
lent facililies for cranberryculture are afbeyond temporaryallayment of the pain had been
of sale.
forded on this place. Inquire of John
Dated at the Township of Holland this 29th day worked. Towards the end ot last January Mr.
Lawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Souudmc him the
Krulsenga, Holland, or J. C. Robarl living of Jane, A. D. 168;].
JOHN KERKHOF, doctor "struck stone.” He decided that Mr. Lawnear the place.
Administratorde bonis non with the Will an- ler should first try the "Favorite Remedv, ” so as,
P.
If possible, to avoid an operation. And here Is the
nexed, of said Estate.
remarkable result: "Dear Doctor Kennedy-The
Holland, Mich, July 27,
-2otf
day after I came homo I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
see the atones I will send them to you,’’ Thislettcr bears date "Dalton. Mass., Feb. 6th,” and is
A large house and corner lot situated at
signed "Peter Lawler.” The stones, which are ao
large as to warrant for “Kennedy’s Favorite Remethe corner of Market and Tenth streets,
dy’7 the claim that It Is the most successful sped
together with all householdarticles it confle for Stone yet discovered, are now in Dr. Kentains, will be sold at public auction on Satnedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
states that the "Favorite Remedy” at the same
urday, August 25, 1883. 1 also have a
time cured him ol a stnborn case of Rheumatism ;
pony phaeton carriage, to sell at the same
and it is a fact that in all effectlon*arising out of
time.
disorder ofthe liver or urinary organs it Is a searching remedy and works marvellousbenefits. It is
GEO. METZ, SR.
in itself almost a medicine chest. Order it of your
G J. Havkrkatr, Auctioneer.
druggist. Price fl.OO a bottle.
Holland, July 26,
* 25-4w.
-Dealers in-

That portion of Sec. 7 of the By-Laws
of the Board which requiresthe presence
of Visiting Committee at
meetings was repealed.

TRIP,

For further informationenquire at the D. G. H.
& M. R’y office,or of Z. G. WINDSOR, Grand

Haven,

A Lecture pn the Nature, Treatmont

and radical enre of SeminalWeakness, or Spermat prices that defy competitionat
atorrtaoea Indnced by self-Abuse,Involuntary
Emissions, Impotency,Nervous Debility,and Impedimenta to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsyand Ftta; Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Ac. -By ROBERT J. CULVKRWELL, M. D.,
anthorof the "Green Book.”
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearlyproves from his own experience
that the awfni consequences of Self-Abusemay
be effectually removed without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies,instruments,rings or cordials ; pointing ont a mode of core at once certain
and effectual, bv which every sufferer,no matter We have the exclusive sale, for Holland and
what hla conditionmay bo. may cure himself vicinity,of the celebrated
cheaply, privately and radically. This lecturewill
prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any address. post paid, on receiptof six cents or two
postage stamps- Address

Ac.

RETURNING, LEAVES CHICAGO

the limited expendi-

inity with choice seed wheat of the best red On Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings at 7
o’clock,arriving at Grand Haven next morning
-credit varieties at a reasonable price. Your
in time for early trains east.
wheat
taken
in
exchange
for
seed
wheat.
to the commonwealthand an honor to the
Bring in your orders as early as possible,
few men in official circles who hare so
so that we may be able to supply all.
long worked to elevate the standard of the
0
Walsh, De Roo & Co.,
service.It is to be hoped that the spirit Holland Mich, Aug. 6th,
27-4w
85.00

nic, the

MANHOOD Hardware

LINE.

Sealed Proposals will be received at the
The Elegant
City Clerk’s office, for one week, for the
Saturday,
11, 1883.
furnishingand delivering of lumber, to
the City of Holland,for city.
Will leave Grand Haven for Chicago on Tuesday,
Last Wednesday the Michigan soldiers
By order of the Commou Council,
Thursday and Sunday evenings, at 8 or 8:30
gathered for a week's camp life at the
Geo H. 8ipp, City Clerk.
o’clock,on the arrivalof train from Grand Rap-

A FULL STOCK OF

MEN

LECTURE TO YOUNG
On the Loss of

A

MHPASf.

Holland. Mich.. April 6, 1883.

and can assure onr patrons that the Laid purchased of us, is perfectly pure and of fine qnality.
G. J. VAN DUREN A CO
Holland, Mich.. Feb. 16,,
i-

1883.

|
iwr

r M AfcMffinot. hie sweeping go and
1
dare before you
something
UL\
I mighty
’sublime leave ben
I hind to conquer time.” 60
oy,

die.

and

Flowers, Ribbons, Dress and Trimming Silk, Satin Velvets, Crape, Embroidery,Neckwear, .Lace*, Veiling,.

.

a-

Ornaments, Gossamer

Circular#, Dolmans^-. _
Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Upopskirts.

_

_

I

week in your own town. $ftontfit free. No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We will famish you
everything. Many are making fortunes.Ladies
make as mneb as men, and boys and girls make
great pay. Reader, if you want business at which
yon can make great pay all the time, write for
particulars to ll. HALLETT A CO., PorUand.
1

1 Bi

is

Bonnets, Hats; feathers,

Wine.

**-ly

A

full line of Infant’* Wear. Idfanl’a Robes and Cloaks, ^specially.

L & S. VAN DENHOZaXiik
BERGE,
MIOH.

EIGHTH STREET.

3XT7D.

,

Mbs. W. L. Kellogg and children are

Rife peaches appeared in the market^
this

visitingfriends in Kalamazoo.

week.

H.

with a hand organ paraded our streets.

Pantaloonswere worn' longer in July
iting

Eiszneh, of Chicago,

the family of Mr. and Mrs. P.

was

town

in

NOTIONS, ETC.,

last

Wednesday and

vis-

go, are visiting relatives and friends In

outside world.
this city.

ited Macatawa Park.

The

weeks

weather during the past two

has been very steady

and we

to

Last Monday Miss Maggie Plugger and

advertise a cure for Cotery an Phantom,

Miss Jennie Kanters left for a brief visit

They must have bad

to Buffalo, N.

The

shall soon

need rain very much.
Chicago & West Mich. R’y have

The

put in a forty ton Falrbank track scale at
the car shops at Muskegon.

in this city last

AetM has been asked

spells of it up there.

When

young German was in
our city, marking the front windows of
our stores. The work was very showy

The quarterly session of the Classis of
the Holland ChristianReformed Church
was held

Cadillac

Last Tuesday

a

think

NI

HOSIERY,
WHITE GOODS.
climbs a sand
GLOVES,

on the

summit—

thirty-fifth annual fair of the

WHITE and
COLORED CORSETS.
BUTTONS,
SUMMER UNDER WARE, PARASOLS, Etc.

‘'will

•

>•4
-$9

Alao agent for

RIBBONS,

Mich

J'

' '-$11

Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son, v

be

held in Detroit, on September 17, 18, 19,

our people would appreciateand

Sewing Machlnea and the beet la

all

world.

the

igan State Agricultural Society

we

Y

'

King of

ah! well, the summit vnnisbeB from sight.

The

It is good excursion weather and

and Gossameres.
A large aasortment of

Muskegon girl

a

Dress Goods, Table Linen, WheelerA Wilson, Singer,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and the White,

Y.

bill and places her foot

but was not substantial.

Wednesday.

~*-conal8tlng
of-—

Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Oggbl, of Chica-

Judge John W. Stone, of Grand Rapids,

DRY DODDS, Sewing Machines,

are spending

be

enabled to “Hello” by telephonewith the

-Dealer In-*-

Park.

Pfansliehl.
will shortly

Dave received a new atoek of

John H. Eppink and family of Allegan,
a few weeks at Macatawa

is vis-

longer.

understand that we

New

T. HIcCLUItE,

Haven.

Lulu

Miss

than they were in June last— one day

Mrs. J. H. Boone, of

1SI6E0.

1

Groningen, are viaiting friends in Grand

Elferdlnk—a girl. Weight iweh

pounds.

We

Mr. and

Last Monday morning to Mr. and Mrs.

Last Thursday an able-bodied man

IIS P111S

G,

M

Pease, Krannach & Bach,
Noby Straw Goons and

Felt Hats.

~

have patronize another “moonlight excursion.’ 20, and 21.
throw out their right and there is Come, someone, get to the front.

Gentlemen at Macatawa Park
only

to

The

They walk

nothing left.

in, but its

Hall

right.

Ouq photographer,A. M.

been spending a week visitingfriends and

to attend the sessionsof. the

homestead,

last Tuesday

Convention which were held in that city place, don’t

streetshave presented a deserted

week. The

day and and proves to be a

Park.'
Mrs. B. Van Ess, wife of the pastor of

New

If

you desire a good

^ww
for the

—

—

-

Holland, stand that from these parts several persons

Tuesday at the age of thirty will go, including Senator Roost, Rep.
seven years. The funeral services were Van Loo, Perham, and Garvelink and H.
held on Thursday and were largely at- D. Post, Esq.
last

Holland, Mich., May

10,

Tailor & Fallow,

1883.

August term of the

How

the chance

is

OH.CrA3\rSf
Pleiae call, examine gooda, and aacertatn pricea
and terme before pnrehasing eleewbere.

Fanners.

for

Mr. Alford Huntley, proprietor of
1 JOur
the Holland Machine Shop, is erecting a
new building on Seventh street near the
corner of River itreet. Mr. Huntley is
obliged to take this step to accommodate

17-1?

Cor. of Eleventhand River atreeta,

popular wagon manufacturer

H. Bradley, Supt. of the

Illi-

fort. About two hundred persons

ional “dead beat” and “scalawag.”

A fouB year-old child of

Town

pated and not au unpleasant

lift. Alfor

Machine shop, got two fingers of his

Board of the Township of Holland

(efl

he Cadetship.— The examination for

hand badly smashed last Tuesday. He

have appointed the following gentleman

was taken to Dr. Best

as a Board of Commissioner to prevent

who

feature

amputated the

third finger between the first and secomjj

•the spread of yellows in peaches: C. A.
joints.

ALSO AGENT FOR

BATH PLATFORM SPRINGIWAGON

Holland, Mich

in another column.

Mr. Jacob Flieman, our enterprising

wagon manufacturer, has sold thirty-seven
wagons this spring. This certainlyspeaks
well

Mr. Flieman, as the honest and

for

trustworthy way in which he conducts
his business
if

a person

is

a sufllcientguarantee that

for,

U

ngle

for. We hope that Mr. Flieman’s business will increase sufficientlyto warrant

shop than

bis

man.

mertino of

the electors of the

jftller jg

Eddy

ge|ecte(i f(ir alternate in case

NOTIONS
______ CROCKERY.

at current

Last Tuesday morning at half past
eleven o’clock the members of the Grand

ship deisre to raise $700 for the purposs of

River Valley Medical Society met in con-

.

rebuilding the bridge over

35 Town

includingthe admission of Dr. Reus, of

5

is

other® within his knowledge.

V

•• Having suffered severely for some year*
with Koxenia, and having failed to find relief
from other remedies. I have made use, during
the pajit three months, of Avait’a SAMAPAkill a. which has effected a complete enre.
1 considerIt a magnificentremedy for all
blood diseases.”

Ayer’sSarsaparilla
and regulateslBr action of the
and assimilative organs, renew*

stimulates
digestive

and strengthens the vital forces, and speedily

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, RheumaGeneral Debility, and

cures

Our stock of

completeand we

sell

at bottom

BUTTER

diseases arising from an Impoverishedor

corrupted condition of the blood, ami a weakfigures.

and EGGS.

We will pay market prices for Butter and
The hum of the ihreashingmachine is
Potatoes,
Black River, heard in the land, hut the yield of wheat Eggs; alio will buy Graio, Poti
Seeds, etc., etc.

O A.r.JL

N. of Range 15 west.”

Is

Incomparablythe cheapest blood medi-

on accountof It* concentrated strength,

and great power over disease.

PHKPABED BT

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Oo., Lowell, Mau.

A.ND SEE US.
PETER HTEKETEE A

Holland. Mich., July

JAS.

It

cine,

18*3.

II,

_

Bold by all Druggists juries $1, six boMtas

CO.
7-1y.

HUNTLEY,

Otto Breyman

.

Chur oh Items with the Servioea for

Conmdkhable bad feeling is being enTo-morrow.
gendered in this vicinity,by the determin-Dealer iu*
The conventioL then adjournedfor dinner.
First Retonued Church, Rev, N. M. ation of one or two to restrain cattle
Among the doctors from abroad who were Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., from running at large on the highways
present were the following: Dr. Strong, and 2 p. m. Sunday School 3 :30. Weekly By common consent cattle have been perof Byron; Dr. Goldhorough, of Coopers- prayer meeting with the Third Reformed mitted to run m large until this spring.
One man refused to build road lences and
ville; Dr. J. W. Cooper, Dr. Weston and Church, on Thursday, at 7:30.
promptly
“gobbles”
|»l
t»lg|)V|fl
»»i all animals on his Estimates given for all
Dr. Danforth, of Grandvllle;Dr. R. B.
roadside,
and
notifies
the nearest justice, , lfillHope Reformed Church— Services at
who proceedsto advertise them tor sale. iVllIU.T
1111
Godfrey, of Hudsonville; Dr. T. G.
10:30 a. m , and 7:3«)p.m. Preaching by
So
far
they
have
always
been
claimed
Huizinga,and Dr. Baert, of Zeeland; Dr.
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. within twenty-tour hours, the owners in- ished and completed.
E. De Spelder, of East Saugaluck; Dr. W
lilvenue, Plilsdsyi,
fucj Sook
Subjects: Morning, “The display of di- variably abusing the enquire and the man
Van Den Bergo, of New Holland. Dr. O.
that shuts up the cattle. The esquire says
vine iove.” Evening, “Noah’s safety in
E. Gates, of Overlsel, Dr. A. G. Manting, the ark.” Congregationalsinging led by “he i* getting leathery as to cuticle,’’ the
l have engaged the services of Mr. N.
other chap is fast toughening.
•of Gruafschnp. and Dr. Mabbs, of Fill- the choir. All are welcome.
H.
Reynolds, of Chicago, on expert
What might have been a serioua accl- Planing and
more. After dinner the doctors held
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
mechanic, who will do the repairing of

New

Holland, as a

member of

Ihe Society.

J

|fc» *v/

••••

, U1

Jewelry. Watches,

O

DIAMONDS,

2

d

Re-sawing

!

another session and a general consultation

was had regarding certain cases

that

each

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m., dent occurred here on last week Thursday,
and 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45. County Surveyor, R. J. Foster, and his
Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:30. Deputy, W. F. Hastings, of Coopersville.
The service# wil^be conducted by Rev, C. were returning to Holland via Grnn I H.v r
aud Lake Michigan,iu a small sail bom,
Do Smit, ol Kalamazoo, MicU.
owned by Geo. Souter, of this township.
First Church, Hev. E. Bos, Pastor.— They lell Grand Haven between 9 and 10
Services at 9:30 a. tu., and 2 p. m. Suu* o’clock a. m., the wind fresh from the
day schtml at 3:45. Subjects: Morning, north. After startingthe wind Increased
“The great necessity of a just explanation to almost a gale, and when opposite the
of Gid’s word.” Afternoon.“The Son of house of N. W. Ogden, about 3 miles
God only but perfectSavior.”
north of ihe harbor. Mr. Hasting, woo
' Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- was holding the rudder, was thrown by
vices at 9:30 a. in., 2 and 7:30 p. m. The an extra heavy sea about 15 feet clear out
services will lie conducted by Prof. G. of the boat, the next wave capsized the
Boer, of Grand Rapids. Texts: Morn- frail craft. Fortunately both bad on good
life preservers, which they had put iu the
ing. John 10:27-28. Afternoon,Heidelh.

j

m.

j

watches, so that our work can be war-

done on short notice.

ranted.

]

had on Iim hands for treatment. Dr.
Strong introduced, a lady, one of his patients,

whose skin, for the

last three years,

find been gradually assuming a bronze
-color, and, as the polor

and texture of her

skin was of a veryjpeculiarnature, the case
served

as.

a very interesting study for the

•doctors.The whole afternoonwas spent
in a very pleasant

and

profitable way to

the doctors,who indulged in some plain
•discussions.

went

to

On Wednesdaythe

Macatawa Park

in a

Society

body and en-

Catech. Sunday 17. Evening, Rom.

joyed the day in the sports that abound

8:

emergencies, otherwise they
would probablyhave drowned as neither
of ihem could swim, aud they were nearly
exhausted when they reached the shore.
Their loss consisted of three coats, 1 pair
of rubber boots, a small hand bag contain
lug about $4.00 worth of fishing tackle
and other trap*. A surveyors compass in
the boat was saved but was badly demor-

11,03

-----

at

Fremont in October next.

Sunday.

All the seats are free.

AU the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

made and

I will

I

»iixed.

Uncle

Bill.

stso keep on haad a fall line of

SPECTACLES

furnished.

—und «—

boat for

16.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
there. The
doctors expressedthemselves UOUrgC,
George, Pastor
at 10 :30 a. m.,,
- -----------' ------I ItSIHI Services
UCl »
as highly pleased with the Pirk and Mac- hn{i 7;80 p. itt. Sunday school «l 12 in.
atawa Bay aud several of them expressed Prayer meeting, Thursday evening st 7 :30.
••Quarterlymeeting” serviceswill be
their lutentionof spending a few weeks
conducted hv H. M. Joy, 1JI. D., on SaturIn “camping out” on the grounds. The day at 2}£ P. M. and on Sunday morning
A. M.,
next meeting of the society will be held at and evening. “Lovefuast”
-

Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash,

Office and shop

on River Street, FrLL

near the corner of Tenth

L!ME

gold

01j

PENS.

Street.

Come and exnmln* our stuck. Ni
JAS.
Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1883.

VV'!. V.

17-tf

,roul,l.«o .how Goad,

o

Holland, Mich.. Jan.

1,

vi

<U
of y
\

pleasure

ened vitality.

Lake Shore Items.

a lair price.

-

Invited

U1** All persons Interestedare
to call on Mrs/O’Brlnn; also upon the I
Itnv.
lti«v. Z. 1».
V. Wilds of 78 East
Kant 54th
54th Street.
Street, 1,
New York City, who will take pleasure
ncnejrof
In testifying to the wonderfulefficacy
.he cure
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,not only In. the
„.
lady', bnt In
of this lady,
In his own case
caai and

all

on the section line road between sections is not very satisfactory.
26 and

.v

tic Gont, Catarrh,

The nights are loo cool for corn, which
The polls will be open hi 9 o’clock, a. m. is about two weeks later than usual.
The society was called to order by the
More rye will be sown in this section in
and closed at 3 o’clock, p. m. See notice
president, Dr. H. Kremera, and the
the future, ns it is more certain than
in anollieTcoluinn.
wheat, less exhaustive to land, »pid brings
routine business was gone through with,
the parlors of the City Hotel.

at

market prices.

ip of Holland, is called

mitted “whether the people of the town

vention

FRESH GOODS

Nw

Cy
A

7, 1*82:

GROCERIES,

West Point. Both
town- have always been friends, were rival

present one.

___

B. W. Ball, of llochetUr, N.H., writes,June

DRY GOODS.

ia rejected at

to meet at the schoolmates together, rivals in lyceums
and flnally rival aspirants for the cadetjownhouse on the eighteenth day of August
ship, coming out together at the top.
At this meeting the question will be sub-

_______

many

1 lilVlJ I till

--- dealers io—*^-

NEW

j|ie

_

The well-knownwriter on Ihe Doiton Herald,

age

and just what be pays

in erecting a larger

J. FLIEMAN.
A^ril 14. 18M. 20-1

amt
ttawa; Ara E. Motley, age 21. Allegan;
obn
A.
Pieters,
HolUn^|ddM^^|^Ch£s^
atiMuskegon, while trying to uncouple
[er Wetmore, age 16, Allegan;
A8*wFTiTYriui»tAtailed
In business In
some cars early last Wednesday morning
[elly, age 17, Grand Rapids; Fred H.
in this ci'y, we have on to riO**'
wiv caught in a frog and one car passed
)aley, ago 17, Watson, Allegan. Young
ovjr him. He died from his injuries a few I Motley pasted a physical examination but
holr, after. He wa. 36 year, uf
went - further.^The two .ue^ youth. of the best quality, and we will sell them

buys goods of him he gels just

what he asks

him

^William Diffknbaugu,night watch
of the Chicago and West Mich. R’y,

Rapids; John R. Towler, Spring Lake,

A Recent Cure of Scrofulous Sores.
‘•Some months ago I was troubledwith
. .. --------------- Th#
scrofulous soree (ulcers) on my legs. The
_____________
d Inflamed, and
limbs
were badly swollen and
__
quanttttei of
large Quantities
the sores discharged
offensivematter. " Every remedy I tried
failed, until 1 used Ayeh’s SaiisapaHILLA,
of which 1 have now taken throe bottle^
with the result that the sores are healed,
and my general health greatly Improved.
1 feel very grateful for the good
medicine
H.l|lvlll«
has \swssv.
done HIV'S
me.
Yours respectfully,Mbs Ann O’DriaW.’
lie 9UI1IV1MI
auin, uum>
«ov«.
Hs
Sullivan Bt., New York,
June *,
34, IMS.

....... — * ^*

ly Elkenbcrg, age 20, Bravo, Allegan;

obtain

,

,

l

OU,

WORKS.

Houseman and the following committee: Prof. E. A. Strong,
iorne, teacher in
Miss Jennie E. Osborne,
Farmers in this localitycomplain that
John S. Lawrence and Dr. Vanderveen.
School
DistrictNo. 1, ot the Town of Holtheir wheat is shrunken and that they
There were 11 candidates as follows:
cannot obtain good seed. The proprietors land, intends giving up her school, and Lewis E.' Eddy, age 21, Dutton, Kent;
will spend the year at the State Normal
of the Standard Roller Mills in view of
J. Bert Hall, age 20, Byron, Kent; Wakcschool, at Valparaiso, Ind. This will give
these facts, have made arrangements so

wheat can some other energetic school teacher the Fred H. Spaulding, age 20, Hilliards, Alopportunity of making his, or her mark.
ihe same from them. See notice
legan; Frank W. Curtiss, age 17, Grand

impure state of the blood.
To cure tbeee diseases the blood must be
purified,and restored to a healthyand natural condition.Aym’i 8 Ana a pah ill a has
for over forty year* been recognised by eminent medical authorities as the most powerful blood* purifier in existence.It f
the system from all foul humors, enrii
aud strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurialtreatment,and proves Well
complete master of all scrofulous discus#.

And a nice aaaortmentof Baggiesfor Fannerti
end Tradesmen are on the way coming.

Aug. 2. The examination was conducted

that all who desire gooii seed

mors, CartmadM, Bolls, and RruptUus
of th® Skin, are the direct result of aa

Open and Top Buggies,

bv Congressman

Dutton, A. Vissers, F. L. Bouter.

Krjalp*
Us, Eemna* Blotch®#, Ringworm, Tu-

A.N3D

the selection of candidates for cadet to

West Point took place at Grand Rapids

and all aorof oloua diaeasea,Sons,

and Examine.

partici-

marred the pleasure of the occasion.

Huntley, the proprietor of the Hollan

,

Holland, Mich

J, Flieman SCROFULA
*
•

his increasing business.

Gall

No. 174 of the session laws of 1881, the

V

Estey, Chase,

Ouk express agent and jeweler, Otto Offers hla superior made wagons Inst aa cheap aa
anybody self them in Zeeland, and claims that
*w“
Breyman, visited Milwaukee last week they•are a uY - - - --* —
The first new wheat that has been re- nois Division of the American Express Saturday returning on Tuesday last. He
ceived in this city this year was on last Company, and S. P. Wormley, agent of
met several bf his relativeswhom he had Better wagon in everyway,
Monday by the Standard Roller Mills. the company at Grand Rapids, spent a few not seen for a number of years and reports
and will not to undoxvold by anyone.
The quality of the wheat is the poorest days at Macatawa Park with Otto Breyhaving hud a very pleasant visit.
that has been raised in this locality for a
man this week.
number of years.
The Sunday School of the Methodist
Elder M. Clapper will hold divine
Church of this city, held their annual picThere is an individual in this city who service at Macatawa Park tomorrow
nic at Macatawa Park last Wednesday.
Also keepa on band a line of
has been indebted to us for over a year, morning at half-past ten o'clock. This
It was a very enjoyable affair and all presand in order that he don’t “beat” others, will afford the one hundred guests of the
ent were happy. The day was fine and
we shall feel obliged, in a short time, to Park an oppormnity of enjoying the repleasant and just warm enough for cdta•give his name to the public as a profess
ligiousadvantagesof civilization.
In accordancewith the provision of act

»'

BmM4N

18b2. 4G-1?

ft;

jkr.-jji

i

tended.

J.

J

-And the-

UBO.T. McCLURR,

Next W ednesday the LegislativeExcursion will start from Mackinac. We under-

Mr.

t!

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

fact and imparlance and ten chancery cases.

town people are sojourning at Macatawa worth recollecting.

died

m.

circuitcourt for Ottawa County, contains

is the

always on hand.

take place next Tuesday

best possible remedy for children subject seven criminal cases, twenty-one issues of
to cholera infantum. It is being tried fact-juryand thirteen non-jury, five law

farmers are gathering their crops and our every

the Reformed Church at

G-rooeries

fail to be present.

The calendar

A ride on the water these days

Our

p.

-

morning.

looking appearance the past

will

Photographers’ at two o’clock

relativesin this locality, returned to his this week.

home

sale of the piece of propertyon

Sixteenth street, known as the Kerkhofif

Burgess,

started tor Milwaukee, Wis., last Monday

N. Van den Belt, of Detroit, who has

A freah stock of

V

\
I

y

THE STRANGER.

honest,

BT WALLACE BBUCE.

sort of talk, so

spenSi

v

t:

but

I

hadn’t
decent
that

left her in a hurry.
91 and 25 cents left

Wnsn

got here i had
and I
didn't get no work for 8 days as i aint
strong enough for a roust about on a steam
footo (for a deck-hand)— The afternoon of
the Srd day I spent my last cent for 2 moons
(iaige. round sea-biscuit) ft cheese 4 i felt
pretty rough ft was thinking i would have to
go on the olpe (pickingpoetete) again, when
1 thought of what you onee said about a
fellows calling on the Lord when he was in
hard luck, ft thought I would try it onoe
anyhow, but whea i tryed it i got stuck on
the start, ft all i could get off wos, Lord give
a poor fellow a chance to square It for 8
months for Christ’ssake, amen; ft i kept a
thinkingof it over and over at 1 went along—
about an hour after that i was in 4th St ft
this is what happened ft is the cause of my
being where i now am A about which i will
tell you before I get done writing.As i was
walking along i heard a b'g no.so ft saw a
horse running away with a carriage with 2
children in it, ft I grabbed up a piece of box
cover from the side walk ft run In the middle
of the street, A when the horse came up i
smashed h ra over the head as hard at i
could drive— the bord split to pieces ft the

J

Hi«JiaggardIrok implored the tender eat care.
The food Iras brought He sat, with thankful
But siake no grace, nor bowed he toward the
eaat.

Safe-Hheltered
here from dark and angry skies,
The'houme ms table seemed a royal feast
Bit, ere his hand had touched the tempting
fare,
The Patriarch rose, and. leaning on his rod,
"Stranger,'• he said, ‘'dost thou not bow in

prayer?
Dost thou not fear, dost thou not worship,

God?"
He answered, "Nay," The Patriarch sadly
said:
"Thou hast my pity. Go! eat not

i

i

[An Eastern Legend.]
An BCfd m»n tame ht« to Abraham's tent,
Tuo sky ««• dark and all the plain was bare.
Be aaktxi for bread; his strenjrtnwas well-nigh

i

says sha,

got oheak enough to stand

my bread."

Another came that wild and stormy night
The tierce winds raged and darker grew the
aky;
Bat all the tent was filled with wondrous light
And Abraham knew the Lord his God was

"Where is that aged man?" the Presence said,
horse checked
"That asked lor shelterfrom the dHving
blast?
Who matlo thee master of thy Master’s bread?
What right hadst thou the wanderer forth to

up a little ft i grabbed the
reigns and pulley his head down
until he stepped— the gentleman that

owned him came running up,
ft soon as he saw the. children

"Forgive me. Lord," the Patriarch answer made. were all rite, he shookhauds with me* gave
With downcast look,w.th bowe 4 and trembling me a $50 green back, ft my asking the Lord
knee.
to help me come into my head, A i was so

"Ah, me! the stranger might with

mo

hare

thunderstrucki couldn t drop the relgus
nor bov nothiug— he saw somethingwas up,
A coming back to me said, my boy are you
hurt? ft the thought come into mv head
lust then to ask h m for work; ft I asked
him to take back the bill ft give me a job

stnid;
Bnt. oh, my God, he would not worshipThee!"
“1 ve borne him long. ’ God said, "and still I
wait:
Conldst thou n^t lodge him one night in thy

command over his feelings. The
result was not promising. However,
he determined to risk it; and did. He
got through tolerably well : but his audience broku down early, and staid in
that conditionto the end!
The fame of the letter spread throngh
the town. A brother ministercame and
borrowed the manuscript, put it bodily
into a sermon, preached the sermon to
1,200 people on a Sunday mprning, and
the letter drowned them in their own
tears. Then my friend put it into a sermon and went before his Sunday morning congregation with it. It scored another triumph. The house wept as one

upon, that an indifferent reader would
Our fellow-citizen who lost his nap
never snspect that it was the heart and will now be found in a threadbare coat.
core of the epistle, if he even took note
There are 7,000 fish known to men
of it at all. This is the “nub” :
of science. The man of science must
i hope the warm weather is doing yonr be a blamed sight luckier than the uvindividual.
lungs good— i was afraid when you was
erage fisherman.
My friend went on a summer vaca- bleeding you would die— give my respects,
etc.
O wad some power the (riftle kIo us
tion up into the fishing regions of our
To see oursclsas Ithers see us;
That is all there is of it — simply
It wad frae mony a>bluuderfrao uh.
Northern British neighbors, and carried this sermon witn him, since he touch and go — on dwelling upon it. And make us want to go off somewhere
might possiblychance to need a ser- Neverthelessit was intended for an eye and hire a man to hit us in the neck
mon. He was asked to preach one day. that would ba swift to see it; and it was with a BAnd-hag.— Cincinnati MerThe little church was full. Among the meant to move a kind heart to try to chant and Traveler.
people present were the late Dr. J. G. effect liberationof a poor, reformed
Angelina to Paul, on their way
Holland; the late Mr. Seymour, of the and purified fellowlyingin the fell grip home from the theater :
New York Times; Mr. Page, the phi- of consumption.
You may go Just as far as the gate, dear B&ul,
When I for the first time heard that Ouly as far as the gate;
lanthropistand temperance advocate,
For the bull dog will bite, and papa will show
and, I think, Senator Frye, of Maine. letter read, nine years ago, I felt that
light,
it
was
the
most
remarkable
one
I
had
The marvelous letter did its wonted
So I'll bid you good-nightat the gate.
work ; all the people were moved, all ever encountered. -And it so warmed Paul acquiesces of course, having a
the people wept; the tears flowed in a me toward Mr. Brown, of St, Louis, wholesome tear of hydrophobia and a
steady stream down Dr. Holland’s that I said that if ever I visited that club. — Carl Pretzel'sWeekly.
cheeks, and nearly the same can be city again I would seek eut that excel“ What is that lying on your desk?”
said with regard to all who were there. lent man and kiss the hem of his garasked Gas De Smith of a young society
Mr. Page was so full of enthusiasm ment, if it was a new one. Well, I business man, at whose office lie hapover the letter that he said ho would visited St. Louis, bnt I did not hunt for
pened to be. “Those are my receipted
not rest until he made pilgrimage to Mr. Brown; for, alas the investigations
bills that I have just paid.” “Receipted
that prison, and had speech with the of long ago had proved that the benevbills! You don’t say so?” exclaimed
man who had been able to inspire a olent Brown, like “Jack Hunt,” was
Gus, with animation;“let me look at
fellow-unfortunateto write so priceless not a real person, but a sheer invention them, please. I've not seen anything
of that gifted rascal, Williams — burga tract.
of the kind hi the last five years.”—
Ah, that unlucky Page !— and another lar, Harvard graduate, son of a clergyTexas Siftings.
man. If they had only been in Jericho, man. — Mark Twain's Book, “Life on
An esthetic Austin lady went out inthat letter would have rung through the Mississippi.” *
to
the country for her health. The
the world and stirred all the hearts of
country
people were not that way at all ;
Signs
(hat
Are
Significant
all the nations for a thousand years to
so when she went into ecstasiesover
come, and nobody might ever have
Napkins are indexes of locality. The
found out that it was the confoundfedest, Bostonian uses his vigorously;it is spot- the beautiful grass and flowers, they
brazenest,ingeniousest- piece of fraud less, but much rumpled at the end of a did not seem to reciprocate. She was
and humbuggery that was ever con-* dinner ; his energy has constantlydrawn very much astonished at their apathy.
cocted to fool poor, confiding mortals it across the width of his mouth, and “Does nobody out here take any interest in the beautifulgems • of the
with
has laid it on the table with a parting
The letter was a pure swindle, and crush. The New Yorker’s napkin bears prairies?” “Ob, yes, the sheep eat
them,” was the response.— Tara# Siftthat is the truth. And take it by and signs of use otherwise than in its folds;
ings.
large, it was without a compeer among it his a central indentationmade by the
A little bootblack picked up a very
swindles. It was perfect, it was thumb and forefinger as it has been
rounded, symmetrical, complete, colos- thrust against the front of the lips, and short cigar stump, and holding it up,
sal!
is thrown carelessly ou the chair at the remarked to his companion : “You can
The reader learns it at this point; end of a repast. The Westerner’s nap- see by that cigar stump that the membut we didn’t learn it till some miles kin, as broadly spread under his chin, bers of the Legislature have done left

—says he. iiynp in here ft lets talk about it,
but keep the money— he asked me if I could
take care of horses ft i said yes, for i used to
hang round livery stablps ft often would
A
Twain Story,
help clean ft drive horses, he told me he
wanted a man for that work, ft would give
Upon a certain occasion, nine years me $10 a month ft bord me. You bet i took
ago, I had said, with strong feeling, that chance at once, that nite in my little
room over the stable i sat a long tlmethinkr
“If ever I see St. Louis again, I will ing offer my past li'eftof what had just
• seek oat Mr. figowa, the great grain
happened ft i Just got down ou my nees and
merchant, and ask of him the privilege thanked the Lord for the job ft to help me
to square it, ft to bless you for putting me
of shaking' hinp by the hand.”
up to it, ft the next morning i done it again
The dccasibn and the circumstances ft got me some n w togs (clothes) ft a bible
were as follows: A friend of mine, a for i made up my mind after what the Lord
had done for me i would read the bible
clergyman, came one evening and said : every nite ft morning, ft ask him to keep an
“I have a most remarkable letter eye ou me. When i had been tnere
here which I want to read to you if I about a week Mr. Brown (that’s his name,
can do it without breaking . down. I came into mv room one nite ft saw me
reading the bible-r-he asked mo if i was a
must preface it with some explanations, Christianft i told him no— he asked me how
I
however. The letter is written by an it was i read the bible instead of papers ft
ex-thief and ex-vagabond of the lowest books— Well Charlie i thought i had better
origin and basest rearing, a man all give him a square deal in tue start, so i told
film all about mv being in prison ft about
stained with crime and steeped in igyou, ft how i had almost done give up looknorance; bnt, thank God, with a mine ing for work ft how the Loia got me the
of pure gold hidden awaf- in him, as job when I asked him; ft the only wav i had
you shall see. His letter is written to to pay him back was to read the bible ft
square it, ft i asked him to give me a chance
a burglar named Williams, who is for 8 months -he talked to me like a father
serving a nine-year term in a certain for a long lime, ft told me i couid stay ft and weeks beyond this stage of the afState prison for burglary. Williams then i felt better than ever i had done in my fair. My friend came back from the
was a particularly-daringburglar,and life, for i had given Mr. Brown a fair start woods, and he and ether clergymen and
with me ft now i dtdu t fear no one giving
plied that trade during a number of me a back cap (exposing his past life) ft lay missionaries began once more to
years; bnt he was caught at last and running me off the job— the next morning inundate audiences with their tears and
jailed to await trial in a town where he he called me int > the library ft gave me an- the tears of said audiences ; I begged
had broken into a house at night, pistol other square talk, ft advised me to study hard for permission to print the letter
some every day, ft he womd help me one or
in hand, and forced the owner to hand 2 hour^ every nite, ft he gave me a Arithme- in a magazine and tell the watery story
over to him $8,000 in Government tic, a hpelling book, a Geography ft a writ- of its triumphs ; numbers of people got
bonds. Williams was not a common in,' book, ft fie hers me every night— he lets copies of the letter,with permissionto
me come into the house to prayers every
sort of person, by any means ; he was a
circnlatethem in writing, but not in
morning, ft got me puD in a bible class in
graduate of Harvard College, and the Sunday School whica I likes very much print; copies were sent to the Sandcame of good New England stock. His for it helps me to under _'tind ray bible wich Islands ami other far regions.
father was a clergyman. While lying in belter.
Charles Dudley Warner was at church
Now, Charlie the 8 months on the square one day when the worn letter was read
jail his health began to fail, and he was
threatened with consumption. This are up j months ago, ft as you said, it is the and wept over. At the church door,
best job i ever did in my life, ft i commenced
fact, together with the opportunity for another of the same sort right away, only afterward,lie dropped a peculiar ly-cold
reflection afforded by solitary confine- it is to God helping me to last a lifetime iceberg down the clergyman’s back with
ment, had'its effect — its natural effect. Charlie— i wrote this letter to tell you I do the question :
He fell into serious thought; liis early think God has forgiven my sins ft herd your
“Do you know that letter to be genuprayers, for you told me you should piay
training asserted itself with power and lor me— i no i love to read his word ft ted ine?”
wrought with strong influence upon his him all my troublesA he helps me i know
It was the first suspicion that had
mind and heart. He put his old life or i have plenty of chances to steal but i ever been voiced ; but it had that sickbehind him, and became an earnest don't feel to as i once did ft now i take more ening effect which first-uttered suspipleasure ingoing to church, than to the
Christian. Some ladies in the town theater ft that wasn’t so once— our min- cions againgL one’s idol always have.
heard of this, visited him, and by their ister and otuers otten talk with me, ft Some talk* followed:
month ago they wanted
to
encouragingwords supported him in
“Why— what should make you susjoin the church, but
said no, pect that it isn’t genuine?”
his good resolutionsand strengthened
not now, i might bo mistaken in ray feelhim to continuein his new life. The ings, i will wait awhile, but now 1 -feel that
“Nothing that I know of, except that
trial ended in his conviction and sen- God has called me ft on the first Sunday in it is too neat, and compact, and fluent,
tence to the State prison for the term of July i will join the church— dear friend i and nicely put together for an ignorant
wisu i could write to you as i feel, but i cant
nine years, as I have before said. In
person, an unpracticed hand. I think
do it yet— you no i learned t ) readaud write
the prison he became acquainted with while in prisons ft i aint got well enough it was done by an educated man.”
the poor wretch referred to in the be- along to write as I would talk; 1 no 1 aiut
Thrf literary artist had detected the
ginning of my talk, Jack Hunt, the spelled ad the words rite in this ft lots of literarymacninery. If you will look
other mistakes but you will excuse it i no,
writer of the letter which I am going to
at the letter now, you will detect it
i was brought up in a poor-house until i run
rend. You will see that the acquaint- away, ft that 1 never new who my father yourself— it is observable in every line.
anceship bore fruit for hunt. When and mother was ft i dont no my rite name,
Straightway the clergyman went off
Hunt’s time was out he wandered to Sti ft i hope you wont be mad at me, but i have with this seed of suspicionsprouting in
as much rite to one name as another ft i
Louis; and from that place he wrote have taken your name, for you wont use it him, and wrote to the Chaplain of the
his letter to Williams. The detter got when you got out i no, ft vou are the man i institution in the town where Williams
no further than the office of the Prison think most of :n the world; so i hope you had bean jailed and converted ; asked
Warden, of cotmse; prisoners are not wont be mad— i am doing well, i put $10 a for light; and also asked if a person in
month in bank with $25 or the $5o— if you
often allowed to receive letters from ever want any or all of it lot me know, ft it the literary line (meaning me) might be
outside. The prison authoritiesread is yours, i wish you would Jet me rend you allowed to print the letter and tell its
this letter, bnt did not destroy it. They some now. I send you with tais a receipt history. Ho presently received this anhad not the heart to do it. They read for a year of Litt.es Living Age, i didn't swer : The origual is before mo now,
know what you would like ft i told
it to several persons,and eventuallyit
Mr Brown ft he said ho thought you and I here append it. It is pretty well
fell into the hands of those ladies* of would like it -i wish i was neresolcould loaded with internal evidence of the
whom I spoke a while ago. The other send you chuck (refreshments) on holidays; most solid description :
Sr at ci’s Pitisox, Chaplain's Office, i
day I came across an old friend of mine it would spoil this weather irora hero, out i
will send you a box next thanksgiving a iy
July 11. 1*78. (
—a clergyman— who had seen this let- way— next week Mr. Biown take- me 'mb
Dear Brother Page: Herewith please find
ter, and was full of it. The mere re- his store as Jite porter ft will advau . c me as
the letter kindly loaned
I am an aid its
meml erance of it so moved him that lie soon as i know a little more— he keeps a big genuiuene.sucannot ne established it purcould not talk of it without his voice granary store, wholesale -1 torgot to tell ports to be addres-el to >ome prisoner bore.
you or ray mission school, Sunday school
breaking. He promised to get a copy class— the school is in u.e Sunday afternoon No such letter ever came t> a prisoner here.
All letters received are carefully read by
of it for me; and hero it is— an exact i went out two Sunday afternoons, and officers of the prison be ore they go into the
copy, with all ihe imperfections of the picked up seven kids (iitt e boys) ft got hands of the convicts,and any such letter
original preserved.It has many slang them to come in. two of them new as muoh co ild not be forgotten. Again, Charles
as 1 did ft i had them put in a class where W lliains is not a Chri t an man, but a disexpressions in it— thieves’ argot— but they could learn so.ueteing. i dont no
solute, cunning prodlgai, whose lather is a
their meaning has been interlined, in much myself, but as these kids cant real i mi isterof the Gospel I am glad to have
get
on
nicely
with
them,
i
moke
sure
of
parentheses,by the prison authorities:
made your acquaint-nee.I am preparing
them by going alter them every Sunday
a icctuiemum life sean through prison bara,
St. Lons, June 9, 1S72L
hoar beiore school lime, 1 al o got 4 girls to and should like to deliver the same to you
Mb. W
friend CharlieIf i mav call you
come. Tell Mack and Harry about me, if vicinity.
so: t no you are surprised to get a letter
thev will come out hei e whou their time is
And ho ended that little drama.
from me, b .t I hope you won’t foe mail at
i will get them jobs at onoe. i hope you
my writing to you. iw nt to tell you my up
poor article went into the fire; for
wid excuse this long letter ft all mistakes, i
thanks for the wav you talked to me when 1
wish i could see you for i cant write as 1 whereas the materialsfor it were now
was in i rison— it has led mo to try and he a
would talk— i hope the warm weather is do- more abundant and infinitelyricher
bi tter man; i guess you thought i did
ing your lungs good— i was afraid when you than they had previously been, there
cair for what you said ft at the first go oT 1
was bleeding you would die— give my redidn’t, font i need you was a man who had
were parties all around
who, aldon good work with big men ft want no spects to ad the boys and tell them how i though longing for the publicationbeam
doing— l am doing well and every one
sucker, and want gaslr.g ft all the boys
here treats me as kind as they can— Mr. fore, were a unit for suppression at this
knoed it
Brown is going to write to you sometime— 1
I used to think at nite what you said, ft hope some day you will write to me, this stage and complexion of the game.
They said: “Wait; the wound is too
for it i knocked o swearing 5 mouths before letter is from your very true frifcnd
my time was up, for i raw it want no good,
fresh yet.” All the couples of the
C
W
nohow— the day ray time was up you told
famous letter except mine, disappeared
who
you
know
as Jack Hunt.
me if 1 would shake the cross (quit stealing)
I send you Mr. Brown's card. Send my suddenly ; and from that time onward
ft live on the square for three months, it
the aforetime same old drought set in in
would he the best Job 1 ever done In mv life. letter to mm.
The state agent give me a ticket to here, ft
Here was true eloquence; irresistible the clutches. As a rule the town was
on the car i bought more of what you said eloquence;and without a single grace
on a spaciousgrin for a while, bnt there
to me. but didn’t make up my mind. When
or ornament to help it out. I have sel- were places in it where the grin did not
we got to Chicago on the cars from there to
here, i nulled off an old woman s leather dom been so deeply stirred by any appear, and where it was dangerous to
(robbed her of her pocket-book); 1 hadn’t no piece of writing. The reader of it halt- refer to the ex-convict’s letter.
more than go it off when i wished i hadn’t ed, all the way through, on a lame and
A word of explanation.“ Jack Hunt,”
done it. for a while before that i made up
my mind to foe a Square bloke, for 8 months brokep voice ; yet ho had tried tt> forth, the professed writer of the letter, was
on your word, b t lorgofc L when i saw the fy his feelings by several private read- an imaginary person. The burglar
lea her was a grip (easy to get)— but i kept ings of the letter before venturing into Williams— Harvard graduate, son of a
clos to her ft when she got out of the cais company with it. He was practicing
minister— wrote the letter himself, to
at a way place i said, marm have you lost
anything? A she tumbled (discovered)her upon me to see if there was any hope of himself; got it smuggled out of the
leather was off (gone;— is this it, says 1, his being able to read the document to prison; got it conveyed to persons who
giving it to her— well if you aiut his prayer-meeting with anything like a had dupported and encouragedhim in
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his conversion— where he knew two
PITH AND POINT.
things would happen; the genuineness
of the letter would not be doubted or
The mule is apt to be behind in hia
inquired into; and the nub of it would business.
be noticed and would have valuable
The dunning letter is occasionally a
effect — the effect,indeed, of starting a
most pay-thetioappeal.
movement to get Mr. Williams parSome men are known by the com- ^
doned out of prison.
pany they— can’t get into.
The “nub” is so ingeniously, so
Neveb look a gift-horse in the mouth,
casually, flung in, and immediately left
there in the tail of the letter, nndwelt especially if it be the Colt revolver.
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preservesits original smoothness and
lines of folding, though otherwise it
shows how necessary has been its opplicatitm to the vest. There is a generous bonhommie about men \vho thus
spread out their napkins, and it means
business of which they are not ashamed,
it is comradeship in the necessities of
eating. The Southener often dispenses
with his, for though placed in his lap in
its square or triangular outlines, it there
remains. Both Westener and Southerner show their appreciation of home
training and the laundry exigencies by
folding up their napkins and placing
them on the table.
Among the spoken signs of one’s locality are the beginnings of conversations, at table or on piazzas*. The
pleasant, easy good morning, with the
hope expressed that it wilfbe a good
day for business or excursions, as if

Albany and gone home.” “What do

you mean ?” “I mean that you can tell
they have left because the cigar stumps
have got shorter. When them Legislators was here them stumps was twice
as long. They didn’t have to pay nuftin for cigars, so they throwed ’em
away half-smoked.”— A ton nj/ Evening

*

Journal.

“Why did yon strike this man?”
asked a Justice of the Peace of a prisoner. “I had sufficientcause, your
honor. He come to my house on a visit.
He criticised my children and laughed
at my daughter’s singing, turned up his
nose at a fish I had caught, and put my
wife to a great deal of trouble at dinnertime, and — " “But all this gave you no
excuse to strike him with a stick of
stove- wood.” “I know, but let me get
through. After dinner he took a kind
of all-day aeat, and began to talk on the
making
personal statement in tariff question. Then I hit him.”
which every one will be interested, “Tariff,eh? I fine you $10 for not
proves the cosmopolite.The invalid shooting hiui”—Arkansaw Traveler.
inquires after the sleeping hours and
shows, by referenceto throat or liver,
Beecher on Christianity.
whether he is from the East or West.
“Some people, Mr. Beecher, are of
The man who thinks that one’s style is
the opinion that Christianity,while it
proved by being an epicure,has confiis being spread actively in heathen
dential conversations with the waiter
lands, is getting quite thin at homo.
and asks the new comer “How did you
What do you think of that idea?”
find the table where you came from ?”
“Christianity,”he said, “may spread
“Fair," is the sententiousreply ; faint
laterally or vertically, or both at once.
praise condemns.
semi-library
In some foreign lands it is spreading
man inquires if yon saw a notice of a
laterally. In a country long christiannew book, and casually observes,“I
ized, such as this is, there is little
met the author in Norway when he was
chance of its being extended in that
unknown, saw there was something in
way. The field has been pretty much
him, and invited him to join my party;
all covered. But it has abundant opwe were traveling incog,’ you know.” portunity and occasionhere to spread
Having thus established the fact of keen
vertically.It can penetrate deep into
perceptionof latent authorshipand
the character and life of an individual
raises a suspicionof his wealth, he reand high in his intellectuality.Religlapses into silence.— Boston Courier.
ion may and should find part and be received in the sympathies of life, in purThe Man of the House.
poses of honesty, in dispositiontoward
Vagabonds who undertake to find
others, in all emotions of the heart, and
out whether the “man of the house” is
in all sentimentsand actions of the
in or not will get little advantage if a
mind, Therein lies the vertical spread
“strong-minded” woman happens to live
of Christianity. Now, I think there
there. One who? tried it at “Mrs.
has been an increase in the country so
Brown’s” will prooably put up a danger
-far as-sympathy is concerned. - Kelig1signal there for the benefit of the rest
ion has taken a stronger hold of the
of his fraternity.
people in that directitn. But in the
The tramp ascended the front steps
line of honesty and integrity there has
and after taking the precaution to read
been a marked falling oft', People make
the door plate, rang the bell with a
religion a film, a veneering on their
free-and-easyconfidence born of previcharacter. There’s no depth to it, and
ous success. The door was opened bv
consequently but little efficacy. There’s
a woman, as the tramp had anticipated.
not that sterling integrity and unyield“Is Mr. Brown in?” he asked.
ing honesty that there used to be. It
The woman took an inventorv of his
ought to be next to impossiblefor a
face and clothing and replied, “No, Mr.
Christianto become dishonest or to lie.
Brown isn’t in, but Mrs. Brown is. I’ve
But how many become defaulters, and
just sent Brown for a cent’s worth of
how many are careless about speaking
yeast; when he comes back he’ll have
the exact truth ? A liar passes to-day
to put out the line And hang out the
denounced. Fifty years ago
wash; then I’ll send him out scarcely
he would have experiencedanguish
with the baby, and after that hardly describable, and would have
he’ll have his sweeping and dustbeen execrated by his fellows. There
ing to do. No, you can’t see Brown
are so many corporationsnow. These
to-day, and it wouldn’t make any differhave a tendency to diminish individual , „
ence if you could. I attend to busimoral responsibility.Five men constiness here.”
tute a corporation,we will say. Strict
The tramp said he guessed he’d mishonesty is occasionallydeviated from,
taken the house, and Mrs. Brown, as
and misrepresentationsare made. Each
she slammed the door, said she reckone of the five feels himself one-fifth
oned he had.— Foufh’s Companion.
of something which has no soul, and
What we call miracles and wonders of does not hold himself sufficiently indiart are not so to Him who created them; vidually responsible. No, Christianity
for they were created by the natural in this country is losing ground vertimovements of His own great sonL cally. In some portionsit is gaining,
Statues, paintings, churches, poems, doubtless, but in others it is losing.
are bnt shadows of Himself.— Long - Religion that is not based dn the
thorough honesty and integrity is all
fellov).
mush.” — Chicago Herald.
In the new Eden Theater, Paris, a
pint of ale, served by a waitress deComparison, more than reality, makes
scribed as a “dyed and painted Jezebel,” men happy, and can make them wretchcosts $1.
od.—-Feltham.
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CHARLorrrrnxa,Va.— Mr. 0. & Harman,
MO BEST DAT OR NIGHT. *
hours tete-a-tetewith ‘Dame Fancy
I THE DANGER OF ”0 VEB^lXERTION.
Preaident of the Peoples’Bank, testmes to
In the fall of 1878 my Buffcringawm terrible.I
never
go
to
bed
before
7
o’clock
in
the
The TreTellnf Hog Properly Bebuked,
the value of Brown's Ikon Bitters for relievwas swoUsn to inch proportion* that 1 feared my
A Stalwart Man Becomes Weaker Than •
morning.'
ing indigestion.
It wat a day wLen everybody wa«
limb* would buret. I kid the baft medical talent
Child and Then Recovers His Former
tired aud anxious
s to sif- down that a
obtainable, and St the worst Mage of my Jllneee when
Strength.
Indian Methods of Fighting.
It is no longer polite to speak Of a man as
my hoeband and many friend* hid given me op to
large man, carrying a gripsack, boardhaving
been
hanged.
8av
be
wefit
to
the
[Waterloo(N; Y.) Observer.]
There is*& great differencebetween
die, the Hta Dr. John Woodbury made e thorough
other world as an ’‘assistedemi
emigrant*
,‘*and
ed an Eastern railroad train,
an( after
In these days of rowing giants add athlctio
fighting Indians and fighting white
extralneUon of my wrier, end pronoun cod my eeae
walking through several crowded cars
acute kidney dleeaoe, bordering on Bright’*dl*ea*e,
men. The savages always get in a po- heroes tine physical development Is more
THfc LAME WAUL, j
/ t
finally found the one vacant seat, and,
and accompaniedby gravel, end recommended the
sition where they will be sluelded, and observed than ever before since the time of lln a ejsss of dlMuea heavily afflictive and iccofnimmediate uae of Hnnt’e Remedy, At this time I waa
seating himself placed his bag on the
the
Athenian
games.
A
man
who
shows
the
panled by a decree of auffering alxnoat Insupportable,
only fight when they want to, and solauffering
ng moat
m terrible pain in my back, limb* and
cushion at his side. Just as the train
elements
of
physical
power
is
looked
up
to
Hood's
Sarsaparilla,
by
ita
remarkable
Influence
on
diers are forced to fight whether they
bead, and could find no net day or night for week*,
was about to start another man entered
the
secretions,
cleanses
and
puriflea
the
system
and
and I wu growing weaker daily until thl* kind phywant to or not, and these scouts know far more than In the days of our ancestors'
removes the noxious humpn which support the die*
and made the same journey in search of
idan ordered me to take Hnnfa Remedy. Before
better how to surprise them than our possiblybecause there ore fewer specimens
a seat. As he stopped inquiringlybetakinghalf of one bottle I commenced to improve,
f virlooeb Veina. ) * ' ff
soldiers, for they are intelligent war- of well-developed manhood than then An
fore the large man the latter said
1 have been troubled with varicose veftif and A' and. after taking aixbottlee,tru entirely cured. Thla
riors and take advantage of every ,little emissaryof this paper met a magnificent
scrofuloushumor for f, dozen years. Since I com- waa nearlyeight yean ago, and I have had no return
“This seat is engaged, sir; a man just
circumstance.Every Indian is a Gen- specimen of physical power a few days menced using Hood’s Sarsaparillamy leg is antirely of the dJaeaee. I have recommended Hunt’e Remedy
stepped out, but will return in a moeral, and knows exactly what to do un- since in the person of Dr, A W. McNameai healed^ amt I^aindailyinstrength.—C. M.Fhknch, to there iu rimilarcaaea, and It baa never failedto
ment ; he left his baggage here as a
core. I have alao naed it for tick headache, and found
der any circumstances. He knows of Waterloa His muscles, which showed
claim to the seat.”
In it a aure relief. I think it the beat medicine nude,
which is the best position for him and unusual development, were as hard as wood,
For the laat twelve or fifteen years I have been a
and cheerfullyrecommend it td all.
“Well,” said the second traveler,
his request the writer sought to pinch
sufferer from m^k leg, was almost helpless,and
how to take the enemy at a disad- At
Maa.W. H.STILBON,
him In the arms or legs, but found it wnoliy
frankly, “I’m pretty tired, and if you
vantage. He is always, under all con- impossible. A realizationof what is meant could walk only on a level floor. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
No. 16 Tyler HU Boaton,Maaa.
don’t object I’ll just sit down here and
has certainly made me all over new, and about cured
April
ms.
ditions, perfectly self-possessed,and by an iron man was fully made manifest.
hold his bag for him till he returns,”
“Have
you
always
been
so
stalwart as me of my lameness. I feel young and spry and
there is an individualityabout him at
twenty
years
younger
than
I
did.— Habriet Winn,
this?” inquired the news gatherer.
and without more ceremony this he proWELL-KNOWN MAN.
Burnham.
^
all times. The soldier is mechanical
“Not by any means,” was th$ reply.
ceeded t& Then the large man, who
Old Age and Heavy Pain.
Hunt’a Remedy having been recommended tpme
and part of a great machine, and there- “When a young man I was always sirong aud
_ I have a very large bunch on my left bresst; it is
' was bound for Lynn, earnestlyprayed
for kidney and liver complaint*,I purchaaed aome at
by loses his individuality.If there is active and fell that I could accomplish any- very painful. I make use of Hood’s Sarsaparillato
the "People’*Drug Btore" and uaod it in my family,
within the inmost recesses of his little
thing. This feeling bo took possession of
a
weak spot in a line and a lot me on one occasion that I attempted to lift strengthenmy system, and Hood’s Olive Ointment to and found it t) be a very valuable medicine,and X
heart that his companion might get off
of Indian boys are in front they will a box which four men found it impossibleto softenthe bunch. I think both are very good. I am gladly recommend it highly to my friend*,knowing
at Somerville, or Everett,or Chelsea,
years old, and have been a minister’swife the most It to be beneficialto thou troubled with kidney or
drop on that point and make as move. I succeeded in placing it on the TC
of my life.—Mrs. K. D. Wadsworth. Herkimer, N. Y.
anywhere but Lynn or a station beyond.
liver diaeaae.
wugon,
but
in
two
minutes
from
that
time
much out of it as. a Ciesar, NaHood’s Sarsaparilla
And the tired man thanked his stars for
I was unconsciousand remained so for
Respectfullyyoura, ELISHA NOY8E,
poleon or Hannibal could do, for hours, and when I recoveredconsciousness ^Id^y^Drug^t^ tt^six for^lk Made only by
63 0 St., 80. Boaton,Maaa.
even a moment’s rest, expecting every
.Mass.
they will do exactly right, and that is I vomited a large quantity of blood. Fiom
April it, tan.
second to be ousted by the owner of the
all the best General in the world could that day 1 began to grow weak and sickly.
The Doctor’s Indorsement.
gripsack.
do. The Apaches are the shrewdest 1 believed that 1 had suffered from internal Dr. W. D. Wright, Cincinnati,0, sends the subA LAST MAUFACTURER.
The train moved out from the station.
iniurr and experienced a general debility,
and best fighters in the world. They widen teemed similiar to the effectspro- joined professionalindorsement: 1 have prescribed I have naed Hunt’* Remedy for the kidney complaint,
In vain did the large man try to read
will strip themselves aud ascend a duced by malaria My back was very weak. Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs in a great and, having beeu fully reatoredto health by its use, X
the stranger’s ticket to see what his
number of cases and always with success. One case can teatify to It* value.
precipice like a cat, and they will do all I hud no' ap; elite, ana at times loathed food.
iu particular was given up by several physicianswho
destination
Somerville was
Dally 1 recommend it to aome one of my friends, all
My
lips
were
parched
and
cracked.
My
this after making a day’s march. Durreached, but the stranger sat quietly
bead felt as though it were entirelyopen at bad been called in for consultationwith myself. The of whom I know have been benefitedby ita uae.
ing an expeditionthey danced through the top and it pained me on the side in- patient had all the symptoms of confirmed consumpGratefully, CEO. P. COX,
in his place, and the large man grew
one night, to the discomfort of our tensely. In six weeks' time I hod fallen tion-cold night sweats, hectic fever, harassingcough, MaldkK Maaa., April XI. 1869.
nervous. The train stopped at Everett,
etc. He commenced immediately to get betterand
soldiers, who were trying to sleep, away from 3U8 pounds to less than 170.
and still the stranger gazed peacefully
was’ in a most wretchedcondition, I was was soon restored to his usual health. I have also
marched all next day, and climbed completely discouraged.”
found Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs the most
Pi
ahead, never budging, and the large
valuable expectorant for breaking up distressing
places where a coyote would have
u Wuat did the doctors say about you?”
coughs
and
colds
that
I
have
ever
use.1’
man began to perspire. Then came
trouble iu getting. I have known them
“Almost everything.I consulted mo less
Chelsea, but the stranger still held fast
Durno’s Catarrh Snuff cures Catarrh and all affeo
to run suddenly on a quail and kill it than six different physicians. They all
to the bag, and never oflered to stir.
treated nuMnd none did me any good. At tlona of the mucoua membrane.
with a stone, aud run down a wounded that time)f$as suffering intensely. 1I could
coul
The agony of the large man was simply
antelope. They are jnst as much not sit upright but was obliged to rest in a
frightful, but he saw that he could do
position. i1 was compelled
compelle
smarter than any other Indian as any- cramped, uneasy position,
nothing but grin and bear it, and get
body could be. They have wonderfully to urinateevery five minutes, aud I passed
out of the fix as best he could. But the
Bend
end Sketch or Model. PATENTS BOUGHT or
over three quarts every day. 1 was not livgood eyesight, being able to follow a ing. I was existing.
stranger had by this time fully grasped
MlohSKk
l«.n.
trail on a starlight night as well as I
‘•One night (how well I remember it!) my
in Pateuta, P. O. Box, £J0, Washington, D. G.
the situation, and, though thankful for
could in daylight. I have seen these wife had put the children all in bed when
his seat, determined to punish the unfellows ambuscade in a place as level as the feeling came over me that I should live
accommodatingpig for his selfish debut a very short time My wife and I talked
I
a floor.
matters ad over and I gave tba minutest diception. So, when Lynn was reached,
A. G. HKYLMUN, Counselor at Law and Holidtorof
There was a wagon train in 1871, go- rectionsas to what she should do after 1
Pateuta,BZU F Htrret, Wnaliington,D.U. Correthe large man put forth his hand for
A SAFE AND SURE •pc nd •net) nolicited. No charge for PrediminorrExam*
ing out of Arizona into California, with was gone 1 was not in & flighty condition
InatloUH.Tenon and referencesgiven on applicatk
his bag, but the stranger drew back
REMEDY FOR
an escort in advance. The Indians by any means, for the doctor, on leaving
. the same with an expression of surprise,
town the day following, bade me good-by
saw them coming and ambuscaded in saying he never expected to see me again,
CO.
saying: “I beg your pardon, sir, but
the road, which was perfectly level, fori WM sufferinjvrith Bright’ “duea^e oi
Rheumatism,
this is not your baggage.”
ifiv’SMfc*.
with here and there a clump of grass. the kidneys in its lait stages. Within the
“But it isn’t yours,’’ stammered the
The Apaches lay upon their stomachs, next few days more than twenty friends
Neuralgia,
SOOOTHKB81SS8.
owner, blushing.
came to bid ’me good-by. Among the numthrew dust over themselvesand tied ber was Dr. John L Clark Hea*kedm€
FOBGKS,I, TOOLS.&o.
_____ ____ ',
“To be sure; but I propose to see it
grass in their hair and were passed by what I had used in the way of medicinea 1
rest minis iapc. voa uour wots, sit,
Cramps,
returned to the proper person. Jlere,
40 10. Anvil and KU of Tool*. ® 10.
the escort unnoticed.After the escort told him. He then recommended a remedv
Faman aan fa* aa4 Mrr M«f eM JeSe.
conductor, here’s a man who wants to
which I had beard much, but about whion
Blowers. Anvil*.Vioea A Other Artloltf
was some distance off, the Indians Iofwas
AT
LOWEST rUCKS, WHO USUI A UTA1L ^
very
skeptical.
If
faith
were
an
elerun off with this baggagea that doesn’t
Cholera,
jumped up and captured the wagons in ment of power it certainlywas lacking in
belong to him. Somebody put it in the
the rear and killed the teamsters. my case.”
seat to secure a place, and evidently
Diarrhoea,
“And so you did not try it?"
These fellows take all the chance,
got left at Boston, for he hasn’t claimed
“On the contrary,I did try it and to my
IWi The NEW CALENDAR ortho UN*
whereas, other Indians seek a place surprise it seemed to go to just the spot.
it, and now this man wants to run away
Dysentery,
where they will be safe, and shoot the Indeed, it was the most palatable th.ng ]
of
with it,” and he gave the conductor a
had taken into my mouth for months. I relenemy.— Cre/i. George Crook.
wink, and, as that official knew the
FBE,S “
ished it”
stranger personally, he understood the
e you?"
“And did It cure
you?”
’Fraid He Might Be a Girl.
“Do I look os if it did?”
wink, and promptly replied
Art School, and UOUB/arvouHfftadUt.inlhe
world.
“Yes, indeed. What whs it?“
Dave Pulsifer has a very interesting
“The only thing to do is to return the
“Warner’s Safe Cure.”
THIS NCW
AND
bag to Boston, add store it among the group of children, but he has one boy
“A proprietary medicine?”
in particular, a chip of the old block,
unclaimed baggage.”
“Of course. Whht-of that? I suppose I
Bruises,
“But,” expostulated the large man— that is more of a thorougbred than any once hod as great a prejudice againstadvertised medicines as any one could have.
“Hold on, there,” said the conductor, of the others. He goes to Sunday- When I was studying medicine at Ann Arbor,
showing a police badge; “none of this. school jlist as his pious pa used to do
Mich, I used to vow with the rest of the
AND
What kind of a man was it who left the Boston many long, weary years ago. clo/ s that we would fight all such remedies
»• Harri* b MS aaeuety 4ar M« aichi art a ie4t«] cere awbag?”
The minister said to the class last Sun- at all times. When a man comes down to
tola. UbMiy.SaraUaaaSehwp. B«il tor wMI. CUeeluv
Scalds,
the last hour, however, and bids his wife
And then the stranger and the con- day, “unless ye’be born again, ye can and friends good-by, such bigoted prejlna’ EofllMtos Tran Co., Chiota^. UU
ductor, and one or two sympathizing never enter the kingdom of heaven.”
udices as these all vanish,I can assure you
re alt Seidlara wto
Toothache
are In any meaner
passengers, combined to confuse the
The son was observed crying as any remedy that can cure is gladly weldisabled by reaeen of
AND
_
___ _ __ __ _ wounds er Sleoaae,
large man, and he, hating to confess to though his heart would break when he comed.”
Inerrred during their ssrrles,
tervlee,lees
lou of a finger,
flngtr,er
or tee,
We, eatire
“And how have you been since then?"
his piggishness,and, knowing not what arrived home.
or partialleee of light er bearing, pi lee. diarrhea, rhenma“As well— or better than before."
er any ether dleebllltyentities yon. Wldeve, childHeadache. tliuj,
to do, precipitately fled amid the frowns
“Why, what’s up, my son. Anybody
Do you still exert your strength?”
ren, or dependent parents entitle
I’snslsa procured
where discharge Is lest. New discharges obtained.Honor
Certainly. But I do not ourr-exert, as
and sighs of the observers at his wick- licked you?”
for sai;e BY ALL OKI (JOISTS.
able dischargee
paaaions
for deeerters.
arges and pei
_____ procured
______ __ JO
......... Fsiiformerly. My strength is increasing every
•Ions NCI
edness. But the stranger, with a happy,
“No, sir.”
day, and my
ay health is number ona I know
contented smile, had the bag returned
in land casee.
case#.Ivoapt
I'rompt attentlea
attention given
gl ca all
ell kinds of gor•sn“Well, what is it then?”
that my life was saved by Warner’s Safe IS to 120
oop,
to Boston, where the large man had to
“Why, pa, boo hoo-hoo, the preacher Cure, and I believeit is the best medicine
Bum it. Wft«hlagten, l> C.
come next day and identify it. The — hoo-oo — says that we must be horned that was ever compoundedby any chemist OLIVET COLLEGE,
moral to this true tale is obvious.— again to go to heaven and I don’t want or physician. I am willing the doctors
DR.HORNE’S ELECTRIC
should sneer at me for such a statement If
Boston Globe.
to be homed again ’cause I might be a they choose, but I have proven its truth,
111 cure Nervousness
?iK£«Sfflfsssst,sas:
ibsgo. Rheumatism, Par,
girl next time— boo-hoo-o-o. "—Chicago and am prepared to stand by it.”
The above experience should be of great gENI) tor drculara^r^ftdihiq^for ahorteningCarGeorge Sand.
Cheek.
dlMaaM.Qout.Afthma, Heart
value to all who are suffering. It shows the
The man’s costume in which George
Rightness expressesof actions what deceptive nature of this terrible malady;
Sand delightedwas described in par,
that all syinptoms are common to it and Adrian
Dumb Ague.
tgue, Prolapsus Uteri, etc. Only sclent!
scionaArkleostraightnessdoes of lines; and there that there is but one way by which it can be
- /.-v!
by herself as “a long gray overcoat at
trie Boltin America that eenda the electricity
and mag,
can no more be two kinds of right action absolutelyavoided.
netlHin through the body, and can be rechargedIn an la*
woolen tie, and— and— a pair of boots.”
slant by the pstient.Send Stamp for Ctreular.
166
LT’A&rraJSrl’r
Dr.W.J. 110BNE, Inventor,101 Wabash A
Chicago,
The boots she doted upon. “I longed than there can be two kinds of straight
Wht is a deacon like a hat-band?Because
hue.— Herbert Spencer.
GENTS
to sleep with them,” she wrote. She
he passes around the hat
Be
percen
“trotted from one end of Paris to the
He who waits to do a great deal at Mabianna, Fla.— Dr. Then. West says:
other” in them. A cigaretteoften, a
lAPHT here and
ters trie best
once will never do anything.— Jb/mson* “I consider Brown’s Iron Bitters
ve yon a situation.
cigar sometimes, completed the costonic that is sold ”
Janesville, Wla.
Circulars free. VALENTINE
tume. When she published “Indiana,”
To Say Nothing of the Discomfort,
Dolls for little girls, dolmans for their big
her’first important story written with- Chronicconstipation Lb an ailment very difficult
sisters
out colaboration, she was about 29, and to overcome by ordinarymeans, and absolutely
Personal I— To Men Only !
Henri Heine says, “beautiful as the inimicalto health in the free discharge of the
Thk
Yoltaic
Belt Co., Marshall, Mich.,
Lady
Venus of Milo. Her features were various physical functions. Dyspepsia, liver
will send Dr. Dye’s CelebratedElectroregular, her forehead low, shaded by complaint, sick headaches, Inflammationof the Yoltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
Vdssnsass
rich bands of chestnut hair.” She had bowels, and a variety of other complaints, spring for thirty days to men (young or old) who
Co.lCiacwnad,0
from
or
are
aggravated
by
it.
Among
aperients
are
afflicted
with
nervous
debility,
lost
vi.
her nom de plume in this way : She
wrote articles with Jules Sandeau, and of a rational class, as distinguished from the tality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing T ADIEH* HELIOTROPE II1TTEK8— The
violent purgatives far less esteemed than for- speedy and complete restoration of health JU most powerful strengtheningmedicine known fur
they published
novel “Rose et
women, indrat old people and delicate
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.— overworked
children.
WAXiVtt
VU. AAOUJl'B
Ladies suffering
1115 AiUUi
from UCUJIAfrJ
debility, crying,
/lURijierrUVI V’
Blanche,” under the name of Jules
No risk is incurred,as thirty days’ trial is al- oua spaams.weak back ^tc^iend 29c. for a Home Treatment
and care yourselves,thua saving large doctors’
lowed.
Sands. When “Indiana” was printed and painful in opeiation, and not only s-fTords
field so trial.
bills. Bitters, $1 per package prepuid. Register.
FetSeetoeM
Jules declinedto take any of the credit radicalrelief from Irregularity of the bowels,
MILS. BL E. KANNHOM, Randall Road, N. Y.
“ Pat Up ” at the Ganlt House.
JONES If
for a work in which he had no hand, bnt Invigorates them and their kindred organs,
The business man or tourist will find
the liver and stomach. As a tonic, therefore,no
and- by his advice she called herself less than as an aperient,it is an article of the firs.-olass accommodationsat the low price
George Sand. Before she had signed first rank. Fever and ague, rheumaticcom- of i- and I'A.'.Oper day at the Gault House,
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Arore Dudevant, her real
name being Aurore Duplan. She
herself

plaints,a want of vitality, and kidney and bladder ailments,are also within the scope of Us
remedialinfluence.

July, 1804. A few
A Chicago Sunday-schoolteacher asked
moments before her birth her mother
her class where Moses was when the bull
was dancing, dressed in a rose-colored rushed. “In his basket,of course !” was the
gown pher father was playing the fiddle prompt reply. — Carl Pretzel* Weekly.
for his guests. Madame Dunplan left
the roomL and soon the birth of the Blood-Poisoning— An Alarming Discovery.
Hall the people are sufferingand may die
child was announced. “She shall be
from this fatal complaint Diseases of the
said kidneys and liver ere the principal causes.
calleg Aurora, after my mother
Maurice, the father. “Aurora is born As a cure we can only recommend German
amid music and rose-color,” added the Hop Bitters.—Journal of Health.
Sold by all druggists.
aunt. She died in the village of Na,hant, on the 8th of June, 1876, and was
A mood relation—Telling Ihe story of s
buried in the little churchyard there. tragedy.
Nothing marks her grave, for her inVfunor’s Prediction*.
junctions were that only grass and flowVennor’s predictions so far have been
ers Should cover her last resting place.
wonderfullycoirect He savs 1882 will be
During her latter years she is described rememberedos a year of great mortality.
as “ft; large, tranquil-eyed woman, German Hop Bitters should be used by everydressed in the, simple Berrichonstyle, body. Sold by drugglsta
sitting indolently in the old hall- of the
The crop of freckles is about an average
chateau.” She liked nothing better
ona
than to be forgotten,in the drawing“Solid comfort” Am be realized by those
room, listening to what was said, but
not speaking much herself. As soon as auffering from all forms of Scrofula,If they
will take Hood's Sarsaparilla and be cored.
lier guests departed for the night she
shut the door and set to smoking, thinkThe royal road to marriage— Going to
ing and writing for several hours, some- court
times until daybreak. She says in a
Enrich and revitalize the blood by mrinff
Jetter to Madame d’AgOult, “I pass long frown’s Iron Bitters.
was born

C hicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.
This far-fomed hotel is located in the center
of the city, only one block from the Union
Depot Elevator; all appoinmenta firstH. W. Hott, Proprie
Proprietor.

in Paris,

class.
$L

Mensman’s Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
•

only preparation of beeff containing its
its entire'nutritious
Ifcious properties. It containsblood-

us prostration,
pepsia,
of general debility; also, in all enfeebled
conditii
itions, whether the result of exhaustion,
nervous prostration,over-work,or acute
disease, particularly if resulting from pulmonary complaints. Caswell, Hazard A Co.,
proprietors. New York Bold by drugglsta
Don’t die In the house. “Rough on RaU.” Clears
out rats, mice, files, roaches, bed-bugs. 15c.
All our lady friends will be delighted to

___ ___LCr&gin&Oo.,1168.4thn..Phil&,
___ _ _______ _____ — *.,Phila.
hearthatL
_

_

m

betrays
some humilfatii
Humiliatingimperfection, whose mirror teds
tells y<
yon
that yon are Tanned, Sallow
and 'disfigured in countenance, or haye Eruptions,
Redness, Roughness or un-

wholesome tints of Comnlexion. we say use Hagan’s Mag-

Balm.

nolia
It is a delicate, harmless
and delightful article, producing the most natural and

riAmMa -

f

entrancing tints, the artificiality of which no obserrer
can detect, and which soon

That husband of mine Is three times the man ha
was before he began using Wells' Health Renewer.
Get Lyon’s Patent Heel
[eel Stiffeners applied to
new boots or shoes befbreyou run them over.

1C.

A a

V

4*

f0r ,t
Complete, permanent cure. Corns, warts,bunions.
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Whose Complexion

_

are giving first-class Piano Sheet Music, vocal
and ins-trumental, gratis. (No advertisingon
it ) Write for catalogue. Mention this paper.
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Sticking,irritation, Inflammation,all Kidney
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DRUG STOKE.

^Httion.

InUnd'i BmI TwuUi.
ProfessorLeone Levi tell* us that the

-

T*‘W

'MIJUMIS

CLOSING OUT SALE

Eremers & Bangs,

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

proportion per 1000 of pereone coramltled

dronkennett in England and Walea

for

7, while in Ireland it la orer

18. One

Ireland

waa

-^-Specialties-^-

la

per-

son in every tifty-four of the popnlation of
arrested for drunkennee* in

Pure Drugs,
PATENT MEDICINES,

1870.

We

hear

much

PERFUMERY, #

of the Irish tenantry are a bagatelle to the

least

insure that the Irish people shall hove an
option of doing their ordinary business in

an atmosphere
whisky,

and

from the fumes of

free

from

apart

half

drunken

preachers of communistic balderdash.

stock of goods consists of a full line of

OILS,

where their accumulation is a scandal
and disgrace, expense must be incurred by
giving reasonablecompensation to publi-

sell

the following Real Estate: Six hundred

and

thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,
We

number

of licensed premises in certain districts

also desire to

I

warranted strictiy pure.

and beer illegal. No doubt,
are sole agents for the famous

WINES & LIQUORS
for Medicinal use.

irony and just retribution

improved land on the south side of sixteenth street,
three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an
twenty acres

“Tonsil’s Punch” Cigar.

cans aflfected.by so obviously desirables

change. Grim

My

CLOTHING, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS, HATE &
MACHINE
ETC.,
OAFS, BOOTS & SHOES, DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.
PARIS GREEN,

tion of ordinary business with the retail

in doing so, and In reducingthe

•

WHITE LEAD,
LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

This can be done by making a combinasale of spirits

entire stock at

PAINTS,

reolly In earnest

remedy their wrongs, should at

my

'

TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGISTS SUNDRIES,

the unscrupuloustrader. The rent debts

to

.

prices.

will sell

BRUSHES,

greater necessity of
protecting him against the publican and
still

shop debts. A Parliament

change my business and

I desire to

greatly reduced

of the necessity of pro-

tecting the tenant against the landlord;

nothing of the

rvrTTr'sr*

of

improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the city, on the
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.

might suggest meeting the charge by laying on taxes on armorial bearing and carriages, from

Physician’sprescriptionsand family

magistrates, and suc- recipes accurately prepared.

which

common with all other
Ireland, are now free.— Black

cessful traders,in
persons in

E. J-

KREMERS & BANGS.
Holland, Mich., May

h

26th, ’88 16-ly.

o l l

n,

a. isr

uwiicia:.

tcoodi Magazine.

A Bun on a Drug

Store,

Never was such a rush made for any
Drug Store as

is

now

at

Heber Walsh

for

a

Trial Bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery
for

Consumption, coughs and Colds. All

i&MAtt
Rheumatic
WHO UMAOO^VnTHTH.

STRUP.

persons affectedwith Asthma, Bronchitis,

any

Hoarseness, Severe Coughs, or

aflec

non of the Throat and Lungs, can get

a

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

by

Trial Bottle of this great remedy free,

calling at above Drug Store. Regular size

RHEUMATISM CURED.

$1.00.

Mrs. W

—

is a character

country village.She is

man, and

lives

main street.

A

in

a

in a certalp

now

an old wo-

small cottage off the

few days ago she met a

lad diving a fine load of hay to market.

She stopped him, inquired the quality and
price of the hay, and after much deliberation ordered the boy to drive his horses
into her yard. The place was rather strait

and prepared to

drive In,

NEURALGIA CURED.

Co" ED.

Fair port, N. Y„ March 12, '£
RomraTKr..N.Y..Apr.Gth,8o.
b. 20. ’82
Tort Byron. N Y.
Rhnmatlc Syrup to.:
RheumaticSyrup Co. :
Rhcu Malic Syrup A). .
Gnm— I have Wen a groat
GyNTH— Since November, 188
I had been d'*ctor; : \ r three
miffererfrom Rhernnaitwnfumix
I have been a constantsufferi:
years, and hearing of the succew or four year-, with <ii> • mt phyfrom neuralgia and have n<
< m.iuo < aiof Rheumatic Syrup I concluded sicians.for M-rofulu,
led it, but found no i. -a until 1 kn"«m what it was to be fro
to give it a trial In my own case,
irom pain until I commence
and I cheerftillysay that I have commenced taking y or Syrup. the use of RheumaticSyrup,
been greatly benefited byits nse. After taking it a short time, to
my surprise,it begun to help me. have felt no pain since uslngth
I can walk with entire freedom
fourth bottle. Ithinkitthebe
from pain, and my generel health Continuingits use a few weeks,
I found myself as well as ever. remedy I have ever heard of ft
is very much Improved. It is a
purifying the blood and forth
splenald remedy for the blood As a blood purifier, I think it has cure of rheumatismand net
W. B. CHASE.
’AMLltD. n0 iffi.'WILLIAM STRANG.
t'

ralgia.

Manufactured by

lor the wagon to enter, but he finally

managed to

SCROFULA

RHEUMATIC SYRUP

CO., I Plymouth Ave., Rochester, NTyT

un-

load. Looking up to the lad who, pitchfork in hand, was about to

toss off the

hay, she said, with great simplicity:

“You may

give

me

about

enough

hen’s nest ; I’ve been wanting it for

for a

some

time.”

Another Case of Kidfiey Disease Oared by
Rheumatic Syrup.

'ABOVE All

COMPETITORS^

HAWYKHUYSEN,
-dealer In-

&

__

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,
Balng the Great Central Line, afforde to travelers,by reason of Its unrivaled geographical position,the shortest and beet route between the Bast, Northeastand
Southeast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is literallyand strictly true, that Its oonneotlonsare all of the principalline*
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By Its main line and branchee It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Qeneseo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Molnee, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin,Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atchison In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villagesand towne

pGHTRUNNlNG

Furnace Village, N. Y. March-8, ’82
Gents— Fifleeu years ago I had a very

which

severe attack of rheumatism,
tled in

my

back and hips, and

the time for the last five years

my

unable to attend to

and weeks

I

of

have been

business; for

at a time I have been

set-

much

hew Home

intermediate.The

weeks

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

nnable to

my bed or to feed myself. 1 have
many remedies, and two years ago I

turn in
tried

consulted one of the most celebrated physicians in the State,

%

who pronounced it

kidney disease,,but I grew worfe

It Is familiarlycalled, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points.
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEOANT DAY COACHES } a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLININGCHAIR CARS ever built f PULLMAN'S
latest designed an<{ handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVECENTS EACH.

As

nil of

the time during his treatment. I beard

Watches, Clocks,

yonr Rheumatic Syrup highly recommended, and I tried it, and before I had
used two bottles all pain had left me, and
to-day I can get about and am able to attend to my business, and am improving
rapidly every day. I am confident that

Jewelry,

etc., etc.

THREE TRAINS each way between CHIOAOO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
via the

I keep a

full

Hoe

famous

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

oi Spectacles, which are the

beat lu the market.

Prompt attention given

the Rheumatic Syrup, if taken as directed,

to repairing.

will cure any case of rheumatic or kidney

No trouble to show goods.

disease. I am most respectfully yours,

Garret Ammbrman,

Watches and

Overseer of the Poor.

A New End Direct Line, via Seneea add Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport Newe, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolisand Intermediate pointe.
All Through Passengers carried on Faet Express Trains.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folders,which maybe obtained, a*
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket OfflOesin the United State* and Canada, or of

R. R.

Clocks’

CABLE,
Manager,

E. 8T.

Vloe-Pres’t A Oen'l

CHICAGO.

sold below Gisnd’Itapids prices.

Special Township Meeting.
Notice is hereby given that a special
Township meeting of the Electors of the
Township of Holland, will beheld at the
Townhouse, in said Township, on the 18tb
day of August, A. D. 1883, at which meeting the question to raise by taxation upon
the taxable property of the Township of
Holland for the year 1888, the sum of
Seven hundred dollars ($700.00) for the

purpose of rebuildingthe bridge over
Black River, on the Section line Road between Sections26 and 8.1, T. 5 N. of R.
15 W. Near the residenceof F. Van
Slooten. The polls will be opened at 0
o’clock A. M. and closed at 8 o’clock P.
M. of said day.
Isaac Mabsiue, Toumthip Clerk.
Dated at Holland, Aug. 3d, 1883.

HH!?

SEWING MACHINE

(30 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

^l^Po^GE.MASS.
and ATLANTA. QA;

Give Up-

If you are suffering

with low and

de-

pressed spirits,loss of appetite, general
debility,disordered blood, weak constitu-

H.

IN

20,

EL B002STB,

WYKHUY8EN.

1882.

AYER’S

24-1t

THE NEW

GROCERY Ague
-AND'

4 DEY

GOODS

ST0EE

Cure

contains an antidote for all malarial disorders which, so far as known, is used in no other
remedy. It contains no Quinine, nor any mineral
nor deleterious substancewhatever, and consequently produces no injurious effect upon the con-

Meyers. Brouwer

&

On Market

Street,

city.

near Eighth.

DEALERS IN

&

COFFINS

HOLLAND, MICH.
R* Sc

I have (the newest and best HEARSE In this
to city, with the finest horses and carriagesfor fnneral
cure every ease of Fever and Ague, Intermittent purposes, which I will furnish!
er Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Bilious Fever, and Liver Complaint caused by
Can now be found, not alone s complete stock malaria. In ease of failure, after due trial, dealas cheap, if not cheaper
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
ers are authorised, by our circular dated July than any party in this city.
bat also all kinds of Fanners Produce, Provisions,
1st, 1882, to refund the money.
Etc., Etc.
H. BOONE.

was before the attack.

Co.

M. R- R. Lands.

C.STEKETEE&BOS,

Alios very large and aaaor ted stock of

DRY GOODS

Wfe

WARRANT AVER’S AGUE CURE

Dr. J. C. Ayer

&

Co., Lowell,

Mate.

Sold by all Druggists. “

By the provisions of an act of the late session
of the legislature, all persona holding title by deed
nature, by all means procure a bottle of or contract to any of the D. 6 M. R. R. lands, ao.A week made at home by the Incalled, from either Bowes, Gonldor Griswold, upWhich wc mend to keep as complete as poaal
dustrious.Best business now beElectric Bittera.
will be surprised on making certain proof, will be entitledto a ble embracingall the 1 teat and beat made fabrics
fore the pnhlltL Cspltal not needpatent from the atate for i-uch lands.
to see the rapid Improvement that will fol
ed.
wilr
start you. Men.
Persons having perfectedtheir title under the
w111'’ Bt4rt 7°u- Meni
women, boys and girls wanted
np back taxes, may recover
low; you will be inspired with . new life; act of 1881 and paid up
’
everywhere
to
work
for us.
partlof such taxes Irom the state.
is the time. Yon can work in spare time, or give
strength slid activity will return; pain
Special attentionwill he given to the aettlement
yonr whole time to the hnsiness. No other bnsl
all such claims on reasonable terms.
and misery will cease, and henceforth you fCommonlcaiions
nese will p»y
pay yon
you nearly as
u well. No
Noons
one can tel
fail
either in person or by letter
- ----- *~g at once
----- will rejoice in t$e praise of Electric Bit- | promptly attended
made test
Q. VAN 8CHBLYKN,
__ _ ___________
C. STBKBTBB A BOS.
ter*. Sold at fifty cents a bottle by Heber
Holland, Michigan.
Augusts, Mala*.
Auffusta,
«Bou-um, Oct. Itth,
M-lf
Dated, Jeaett,1182.
Walsh. tion,

' The oldest established Stable in the

stitution,hot leaves the system as healthy as it

FURNITURE
Hem

CO-

GIVE ME A CALL.
HoLLAWi/Mlch., July

JOHN,

Oen’l T’k’t A Paee’r Ag*!,

headache,or any disease of a bilious

You

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

to.

.

Farmers’ produce taken in
EXCHANGE.

1800.

279
M
WW m
I *

'W

We
We

Now

-

_______
Maine.

CO

K-iiSJiiii.

25-lf

Bollard, Jnly 28tb, 1882.

m
Uf
f

a
%

I
I

mg people

are

al

wave on the

Learnings,and in time become
wealthy; those who do not im

IwBiproTe their opportunitiesre-

great chance to

main in poverty. We offer a
make money. We want many

men, women, boys and girls to work for ns in their
own localities.Any one ean do the work properly
from ths first start The business will pay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveoutfits
furnished free. No cie who engagesfailetomahe
money rapidly. You
Yon tan
van devote yonr whole time
to the work, or only your spere moments. FUU information and all that is needed sent free. Addreee
BTINBON * CO., Portland,
«>t*

Maine.

